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FILM AND THE RADICAL
ASPIRATION: an Introduction

by
Annette' Michelson

The second statement-just one sentence-was writtenby a Movie Star and published jn Film Cultt¿re. -[he
Movie Star in question, a perfo_¡mer.-o{ quite.-extraordi-
nary charm and originality, is. Taylor'Mead,,_rVho has
said, "The movies are a Revolution',.

Film, our most vivacious art, is young enough to re-
member its first dreams, its limitless promise, and it is
haunted, scarred, by a central, ineradicable trauma of dis-
sociation. The attendant guilt and ambivalence, their
repressive effects, the manner above all, in which a dis-so een alternately resisted or as-su aesthetic principle, the mannerin or converìion modifies or re-
defines cinematic aspirations are, like everything con-
cerning film, unique in the history of westèrn culture.

T'he history of Cinema is, like that of Revolution in
our time, a chronicle of hopes and expectations, aroused

speak of Film
o evoke instan-

ine, but drawnfrom the writings of men of quite dissìmilar sensibilities
and vocations of almosttwogeneratio .awriter
and critic, an ill young,in a German ts3l, Èé
said,

"We o the denun-ciation seems more
than ev ightful liquidation, irremediable
vacuum ol nothíngness or a sovereign renewal through
revolutío_nary means, Such should be-and this regar7-
less of the deep inner wounds inevitably involved ín"suchdn today...A'ç rapidtyasc Stufledto tuíciouspomp, with every kind of frill imaginable, ít has hyper-
trophíed into a monstrous industry. The attraction was

the wax museum, the novel itself, the panopticon in all
its forms-can be read as an obscure, wistful prefigura-
tion of cinema. My own revelation of the wax museum
as prefiguration came when I chose, as a Christmas
treat, to accompany a bright little American, French-
educated boy to the Musée Grevin. It struck me, as we
went slowly through the
dors, punctuated by the
tableaux which chronicle
from early Gauls until th
museum, in its very special, h its
spatial ambiguity, its forcing he
spectator, its mixture of divers a
kind of proto-cinema. And of c deof discourse is, above all,
celebrated state occasion
'monarchs to christenings
ofdinary rapidity of the cjnemá's-g-r-owttr'-s-ærned to con-firm that vision of a century's wistful fantasy (only
seventy years have passed since Méliès witnessed the

and produced his own first reel).
climate of anticipatory enthu-
animated filmmaking and cri-

oic period. That climate seems,

Consider the atmosphere surrounding the early theo-
retical discussions: the Eisenstein-Pudovkin debate on the
n a ture o f m o nt ag e, i ii oivìii g ttre*conceþÍrõñiï-rlñz-gês

-as "cells, not èleinèitts" engaged in dialectical conflicts,
as opposed to the "linkage of chains". Or the discussion,
somewhat less familiar to historians, of the function of
the subtitle as it crystallized during the 1920's in France;

A dream, a
traverses / .,,.'1,/ \/ I ,-i L\

l)'

every form of
the era-the family atbum,
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scious use and world recognition was esrtablìished by our

films."
The excitement' the exhilaration of artists and intel-

lectuals not directlY involved in the medium was enor-

mous. Indeed, a certaln euphoria enveloPed the earlY film-

making and theorY. For there was, ultimatelY, a very

real sense in which the aspirations of the

#
I

I
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We are dealing with a Fall from Grace. For men like
Griffith, Eisenstein, von Stroheim, Welles and many
more of the most brilliant and radical talents, it created,
as we know, in the gardens of California, an irrespirable
atmosphere, a corruption which was to impair much of
the best work done anywhere.

Intellectuals and filmmake¡s alike, here and abroad,
reacted with an immediate tension of distrust and, in
many instances, withdrawal. The widespread resistance
to the introduction of the sound track, for example, could
certainly be shown to mask or reflect an hostility to the
prospect of the medium's accelerated development into
an instrument of mass culture. A philosopher of my
acquaintance claimed to have stopped going to the
movies in 1929. For Fondane, "the sound 'film is good
only in so far as it is dumb". And for Artaud, "cinematic
truth lies within the image not beyond it". The resistance
to sound-and it was a resistance to the Word, not ever
to music which had, frorn the beginning, found a place
in cinematic convention-expressed a nostalgia for an
era of mute innocence and untested hope. It was, in
short, a pastoral attitude.

The disenchantement, the sense of moral and esthetic
frustration expressed by Fondane, was general. The his-
tory of modern cinema is, nevertheless, to a large degree,
that of accommodation to those very repressive and cor-
rupting forces of the post-l929 situation. A complex
register of limits and conventions engendered by that
situation has been productively used. Historical prece-
dents abound, but few or none have attained a com-
parable degree of dialectical paradox, intricacy, and

of decisions that are political in their implications. The
film industry of this country had aclopted as its native
paradigm that supreme achievement of capitalism, the
automotive industry. The organizational methods and
divisions of the automative labor processes were conse-
quently introduced into cinematic enterprise. For the
Americans the rejection of that system meant the com-
mitment to total responsibility for all aspects of cinematic
production and distribution. It made of the American
film artist not a "dìrector", but a "filmmaker". He was
and is his own cinematographer, editor, sound engineer,
scriptwriter and distributor.

The New American Cinema

ls
oun The to be

as grounded in the economic and social radi-.
calization of the filmmaking process itself.

The general resistance to the notion of this transfor-
mation assumes its most crucial aspect, not in circles un-
concerned with film, but rather in those presumably ani-
mated by a commitment to its development. The dis-
comfort and hostility of many, indeed most, film critics
to those aspects of contemporary cinema which bypass,

contradict or transcend the modes and values of psycho-
social obsorvation is farnifiar. The generally retardataire
character of film criticism reflects a regressive anxiety
about the manner in which post-war cinema, in Europe
and America alike, has, at its best, transcended the con-
ventions of a sensibility formed by the pre-modernist

It is the of the dissociative principle, its
or .conv'erston c

IS the
pflncr an d the aspiration to a cl

which
makers

filmmaking today, of film aesthetics and of
future possibilities must, I belìeve, take this divergence
into account. It must also take into account the fact
that the question is, as Walter Benjamin remarlced, "not
whether we are dealing with an art" (and some, appar-
ently, still ask that question), "but whether or not the
emergence of this medjum has not transformed the nature
of all art."

The growth of American Independent Filmmaking,
beginning in the late 1940's, was predicated on a series

ranimate the effo¡ts of the "in,lepçndent" fi,lm-
who compose something of an (dme¡i ca:n auant-

All discussion of the nature and posSibilities of

que
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canon of a primarily literary 19th-century' If the crux of
cinematic develoPment lies-as I think it largely does--
in the

of structure, we may say that the history
and fitm criticism has been

that of the of novelistic
tna saw a flower-

ago in Les
Te of historical
and social consciousness in the New Wave directors, re-
marked with a sign that political energy and vitality
seemed concentrated in the Left, while cinematic talent
was reserved for the Right. Goldmann's characteristically
Lukacsian conservative taste and aesthetics aside, the
problem needs to be restated-and far more explicitly
than one can do here and now. Most briefly put, however,
one might formulate it in the following manner: if, for
the young Russians of the immediately post-Revolution-
ary period the problem was, as Eisenstein said, "to ad-
vance toward new and as yet unrealized qualities and
means of expression, to raise form once more to the level
of ideological content," the problem for our film-makers
is to accommodate ideological content to the formal
exigencies of a moder
of anv kind-whethe
tha ãni¡-numãñGm¡rt Tiuiafuf ù-órfi ns hypolhffite-in's
Eõncepf iõn-¡t-rñóitãEle-ãrttë-f rÏ-di-Te-hd¿tlsalof the
Dialectic was aesthetically regenerative. The energy,
courage and intellectual passion which sustained both
theory and work were, of course, among the noblest of
our century. Eisenstein is a model of the culture of our
era-in his defeat as in his achievement, and down to
the very fragmentary quality of his work !

There is a passage in his writings and it is the most
tantalizing page he has bequeathed us-in which he
describes a a film "capable of re-
constructing all hases cs of the course of
thought". * point, from a pristine
conceptlon o clnema which had culminated
lna and its rendering of
analytic method to another aspiration, more complex,
even more problematic: the rendering of the movement
of consciousness itself. IIe envisages the filmic "interior

x Sergei Eisenstein, Filnt Form, Essays itt Filn Theory, ed. and
trans. by Jay Leyda, New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, p.

l2

^monologue' solu!þn of "the dis-
tinctrõn-bêt ', Îirst ìndè-rttÈeñìn
the novels õT Eiluãrã-Dulardin,--that "pioneer on the
stream of consciousness", a dissolution completed in the
work of Joyce, Ulysses, then, becomes the other prime
Utopian project of the 1930's out of which Eisenstein's
notion of "intellectual cinema" continues to be refined.
He informs us, in his excitement, of a period of pre-
liminary work upon his script for An American Tragedy,
another project of that period which stimulated this sort
of speculation, and of the "wonderful sketches" produced
in the process.

Like thought, they would sometimes proceed
with vìsual images. With sound. Synchronized or
non-synchronizecl. Then as sounds' Formless. Or
with sound-images: with objectively representa-
tional sounds...

Then suddenly, definite intellectually formulated
words-as "intellectual" and dispassionate as pro-
nounced words. With a black screen, a rushing
imageless visualitY.

Then in passionate disconnected speech. Nothing
but nouns. Or nothing but verbs. Then interjec-
tions. With zigzags of aimless shapes, whirling
along with these in synchronization.

Then racing visual images over complete silence.
Then linked with polyphonic sounds. Then

both at once.
Then interpolated into the outer course of ac-

tion, then interpolating elements of the outer ac-
tion into the inner monologue.

As if presenrbing inside ,the charaoters the inner
play, the conflict of doubts, the explosions of pas-
sion, the voice of reason, rapidly or in slow-motion,
marking the differing rhythms of one and the other
in slow-motion, marking the differing rhythms of
one and the other and, at the same time, contrast-
ing with the almost complete absence of outer
action: a feverish inner debate behind the stony
mask of the face.

...The syntax of inner speech as distinct from
outer speech. The quivering inner words that cor-
respond with the visual images. Contrasts with
outer circumstances. How they work reciprocally..'

And Eisenstein ends by noting that "These notes for this
180o aclvance in sound film culture languished in a suit-
case-ancl were eventually buried, Pompeii-like, beneath
a mass of books..." There they remained. Sound was to

I'
L,

,) l. .,
þ
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take Eisenstein in quite another direction, to the splendid-
ly hieratic exacerbation of. Ivan the Terrible.

This buried page, however, might figure as a blue-
print for a cinema that was still to come. Its affirmation
of disjunction, of abstraction, of the shifting relations
of image and sound, its stress on polyphony, upon the
use of silence and of the. black screen as dynamic formal
elements are familiar to us: Eisenstein, in a dazzling leap
of the imagination, had invented on paper the essential
tenor, the formal strategies of American Independent
Cinema of our own last two decades.

It is exactly nineteen years-about the time we say we
take to come of age-since "Cinema 16", a pioneer film
society presenting work by artists of the independent
persuasion to a New York audience, held a symposium
on "Poetry and the Film". The proceedings, published
in somewhat abridged form,f constitute a document of
enormous and multiple interest. Re-reading it now one
is startled by an intensity and level of exchange to which
we have grown unaccustomed in the present proliferation
of such occasions; the text now stands as a major docu-
ment of the period, a chapter in a polemical mode of the
intellectual history of its time, its scene.

That time, that scene are the early '50's, and here areits players: Parker Tyler, a film critic already distin-
guished and actively involved, from the time of its war-
tirrre exile in New York, in the Surrealist tradition; Wil-lard Maas, filmmaker; Arthur lr{iller, then the ghite
þope gf a certain native theatrical realism an{Dylan
Thogús, the visiting star performer of that periòd;-are
théfe as "prose" and "poetry". With Maas acting as
chairman or "moderator", as we've come to say, filar-ard
{ilm;as-poetry are most strongly represented by (¡4ava
Deren¡ unquestionably one of the most gifted fihmákers
and JHeoreticians of her generation.

The occasion fuses and opposes forces, notions about
what such an occasion might be, its use, pre-suppositions
abòut the conventions of a possible discourse õn film.
Inscribed within it, by the way, is the plain evidence of
what it was to be both a ìüoman and an independent
filmmaker at that time-someone exposed to thè lordly
ccntempt affected by intellectuals for seriousness infilm and seriousness in women. Thomas' wit and grand-
sta,nding joviality are thus directed against Deren's pas-
sionate attempt to define a subject about which fhey
might profitably converse.

M,ille¡, les narciss.is,tic and more interesting, has ob-
viously given more thought to the general matter at
hand and there ìs, near the end, a remarkable moment,
when he suddenly says, ' think that it would be
fitable to speak about the

a

W**-o ll.4þ.

Þ

(r
have some theories about it myself), we can't begin to
create on a methodical basis, an aesthetic for that film.We don't understand the psychological meaning of
images-any image-coming off a machine. Theré are
basic problems, it seems to me, that could be discussed
here." The remarks are offered, most likely, as antidote towhat'Miller obviously considers to be the questionable
rhetoric of Deren's poetics, but

challenge
our American

had proposed film as representing
"an approach to experience tn the sense that a poet is
looking at the same experience that a dramatist maybe
Iooking at". Distinguisbþg¡it somewhat more
she describes it asfvertiial"\n structure,

\._ -,
specifically

"an investigation of a situation, in that it probes
the ramifications of the moment, and is concerned
with its qualities and its depth, so that you have
poetry oonceined, ún a sense, no't with what is oc-
curring but with what it feels like or what it means.
A poem to my mind, ireates visible or auditory
form for something that is invisible, which is the
feeling, or the emotion or the metaphysical content
of the statement. Now itr also may ìnclude action,
but its attack is what I would äall the vertical
attack, and this may be a little bit clearer if you
will contrast it to what I would call the horizontal
attack to drama which isrconcerned with the devel-
opment, let's say, within a very small situation from
feeling to feeling. Perhaps it would be made most
clear if you take a Shakespearean work that com-
bines the two movements. In Shakespeare, you
have the drama moving forward on a .,horizónial"
plane of development of one circumstance-one
action leading to another and this delineates the
Çharacter. Every once in a while, however. he
arrives al a poinl of action where he wants to illu-
minate the meaning to'thip'moment of drama and,

': 13

.. * The FiIm Culture Reader, P. Adams Sitney, ed., Praegeri:il.ublishers, New York, 1910.
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at that moment, he builds a pyramid or inv-esti-

nut.t it 'vertically' if you will' so that you nave a
Pri"råå.,åit "ã.utlop-"nt with periodic've¡tical'
-ä$i*;ti;". whiirr are the pogTs' ,which are

;Ë;;"t't"l;iles. Now if vou consider it this wav-
iirã" vo" cãn think of any kind ot co19i]-1:tton
tå;;s';;ti6G. You can have operas where the
:rt-å.i-"Åiui; ¿evelopment is virtually unimportant

-the plots are very silly, but they -serve ^as 
an

"*a.rr"'for 
stringing together a number ot arlas

ittut ure essentially lyric statements' Lleder ale' In
.iì"i"Å, "ffiutuot.-to the lyric poem' and,,you
;ärïË¿ itrai'all sorts of combinations would be

possible."

tures

and now?

t4

of discourse

in aphasia, ProPosed in the metonYmtc and

do they concern us here

of "verticalitY"

,.-.--:'



the opening scene of an already celebrated work, ¿es
Enfants Terribles. And then there is the openìng dedi-
cation, the injunction to read, to decipher, the work as a
ooat of anms, the homage paid in the "Poet's" name, to
the masters of Renaissance perspective from one who
confesses his reluctance to "deform" space. Fearing no
doubt the "Caligarism" which is rthe French film world's
namu for an expressionism more generally feared and
detested, the Poet confines h,i'mself to a play, an assaul,t
upon, the time of aotion while respeoting its spatial
integrity.

Deren, then, arguing for "her" "personal", "vertical",
"poetic" film was to work in a direction which reversed
Cocteau's. Rather than splice through a moment of
time in which she could insert the integrality of a f,ilm,
she attempted to work with the moment, dietending it
into a struoture of exquisite ambiguity, underwritten by
the braver spatial strategies that came perhaps more
easilv to the develoned kinetic Seìse of a dancer.

It then came to$àn Brakhage |o radicalize the revi-
sion of filmic temporälity in positfng the sense of a con-
tinuous present, of a filmic time which devours memory
and expectation in the presentation of presentness. To do
this one had, of course, to destroy the spatio-temporal
coördinates by wh'i,ch past and present events de'fúne
themselves as against each other. Tþç-assaultglBrakþqge
upon -t-he space of reprgsgtlA$.eqJthen, is the final and+#rñost radical breal with that spatial integrity which
Cocteau had been at pains, neo-classicist that he was, to
preserve. ft consummates the break with narrative struc-
ture, and Brakhage now moves into the climate of expres-
sionism, pushing the abstractive process, contracting the
depth of the visual field to the point where he destroys
the spatiality of narrative, redefining time as purely that
of vision, the time of appearance. In so he
the of action

itself as the

once unlq that "conver-
gence of a hundred spaces" which Klee had called for
8nd which only a radically redefined cinematic tem-
porality could provide. It is Utopian.

Doing this, Brakhage was to do more still-re-examin-
ing the photographic and projective processes themselves,
opening them up as it were, reclaiming them for inclusion
in the total work. Thus, in an unmailed proposal written
for t'he Guggenheim Foundation:

These films would be created not only with a sense
of the projected experience but also (as in all my

work recently) with an eye to their speaking just
as strips of celluloid held in the hand and to the
light which can illuminate their multi-colored
forms. They will be created out of the deepest pos-
sible conviction that such a viewing (or any other,
such as a frame at a time through a slide projector)
can and should be so integral with the projected
experience as to add another dimension to that pro-
jected experience. Please understand that I arrive
at such a conclusion from a working ielationship
with film and a realization that all my significant
splices (adding moving image to moving image)
are the result of viewing the film to be edited both
through the editor at an approximate 24 frames a
second and also as stilled strips of film. Similarly,
out of an aesthetic understanding of time relativity,I have the sense that my finished films should be
viewable either 16 frames a second or 24 frames a
second. Very recently I have begun working to-
ward a filmic realisation which will retain its inte-
gral form (considering the structure of the work
of art as integral with all its emotional and intellec-
tual statements) even when run backwards.*

The assault, then, upon the space of representation is
accompanied by a reclamation of the elements and
materials of the filmmaking and film-viewing experience,
an extension of the ways in which light may be projected
through the film, the creation of another surface through
which the image is perceived, the painting, scratching õr
application of "foreign matter" to the surface of the
film, so rtrhat our heightened sense of a sur,face through
which the image is viewed brings with it the heightened
sense of the illusionism in which that apperception is
grounded. All this, then, meant proposing-as Stein had
done-that everything, including the materiality and
contingencies of the making process, was food for poetry.It is fhis proposal and-4hrough a curious prank of
history-Arthur Miller's, that is accepted and developedin the best of recent work. The assertion of the still
photographic frame composing the strip, the assertion,
through the flicke¡, of the medium as projection of light,
the assertion of the nature of projection through the use
of sound,
work of J Sharits, Fiampton , Gehr, Landow Wie-

-^* Star_ B-lakhage, "Metaphors on Vision", FiIm Culture, No,
30, Fall 1963.
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land and Snow of an epis ördinates once again in the interests of arlrri¡rereasingly
r.inåìì" t"nt" of leeing' Frampton plays in \'È{dstwgia oî
tnË t"nrio" of past añd present, of memorSnæid-'expec-
i"ti"r. i^"ò¡s, distending the time and spaøæ't&flTom'
fl*t ,ni PípLr's Son, inscribes within a sÈltgüe';:work a
frirtó.V of fiim. Gehr., positing in- Stil/.a spari¡erfrhbh we
must interrogate, saying to ourselves, "Wherniúsilifoe sur-
ìã"ã ir iáiàtiTn to wtrictr I am seeing what xlrs¡rë?'tlthere-
Ñnos;; ;ù question of the time and sp.ace'''Èmhiobimight
ãårí"i" 1ttã multiple duration of superimpciràÏËÊsm# Lan-
á"--pluving viewing against reading and relidfug'against
;i; -;"-r;díü: -ultipfes the modes of percepld@ñiÍtu ) time'
Sharits suÈstituteJ or exchanges, as in N'Oi?;4f-fiV'G"
ã"îrå-toi "tfect. 

And Wieland prints and h"btd$'tr$33' a
;åä .tett;i-iim" who.e existence is madeLpmbb'xomntic
by the cõntinuous action in her loop film' 

--'The 
cinemia of this time, then, articulatesti'eÛ;lüiur¡esti-

gation of the terms of cinematic illusionisr'ulii[üi¡ü'lrns'
ü"ã tn" fascinated consciousness of the düilksiþ,i:lyric
;;;, ;; piÀ"ìt"rv that "course of genuine inweriüi!$iion"
;îiiil ";.--;iåã"ó"pi.¿ Eisenstein in his tr¡reeirlhitions

"pä" 
^tn" 

""'t"tã oi"'intellectual cinema" as i'nstøirriåLting
iiï" ãun"-i". sf,-analvtic consciousness, recåilfiürg;:tto us
;il ;ä;-"4"Mut*' }N'ot only the result, but ruhemnd to ¡
ii ut.o, is LfLa.rt øl the truth' The investigatioo.'rafr'ûuth 

I

must itself be true; true investigation is unfolldi¡dl'thoth'l
the disjunct members of which unite in the r'ædl"'+ 

[

nature of l-
time,

filmic form as the narrative of "one thing leading to
uoãïtt"t". La Région Centrale explores a.landscape'
p".tr.. one's sensJ of space inward, obliterating the co-

*sersei Eisenstein, The Film Sense, -ed, qqd trans' biiJuü'Æ'6yda'
N"*--äit, iráièouú Bru.e and world, p' 82'



CATAXÐGUE OF THE EXHIBITION
,\ND. EIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

An¡ ¿te Michelson was born in New York City. Gra-
duatr ¡tudies in art history and philosophy at Columbia
and Sorbonne Universities were followed by a fifteen
year period of residence in Paris. From 1957 until 1961,
l4s. Michelson was Art Editor of the Paris edition of the
1'lew York Herald Tríbune. From 1957 through 1963,
she acted as Paris Correspondent for Arts Magazine, and
from 1,962 through 1966 she was Paris Correspondent for
Art International. She has been, since her return to the
United States in 1965, Editor for Film and Performance
of ARTFORUM Magazine and Associate Professor in
the Department of Cinema Studies of New York Uni-
versity. She is a member of the Board of Directors of
the Anthology Film Arch,ives.

Ms. Michelson has acted as Advisory Editor in Chargeof Film Publìcations for Praeger Publishers in New
York. She organised the first series of NEW FORMS INFILM for the Guggenheim Museum in the summer of
1972, and the Symposium and Retrospective Festivat hèld
in New York in honor of the 75th anniversary of S. M.
Eisenstein's birth in February, 1973.

Ms. Michelson's published writings include studies of
the work of Duchamp, Robert Morris, Michael Snow,
Eisenstein, Vertov, Kubrick, Bresson, Brakhage, among
others. She is presently at work on a critical reconsidera-
tion of the Soviet cinema in the immediately post-
revolutionary era and is preparing for publication an
English-language edition of the theoretical writings of
Dziga Vertov.

She is the recipient of an Ingram-Merrill fellowship
and a grant for research given by the National Endow-
ment for the Arts. The Frank Jewett Mather Award for
distinction in art criticism was given to her in 1974 for
her theoretical and critical writing on film.

***

Helene Kaplan was born in New York in 1950. She
studied film at the State University of New York at
Binghamton and received her B.A. in 1972. Ms. Kaplan
received an M.F.A. in Film-making and Cinema Studies
from Columbia University in 1974. Since 1973 she has
been the Film Curator for the New York Jazz Museum.In January, 1974 Ms. Kaplan had her first solo film
showing in New York. She is currently involved in a
research and analysis of the films of Tod Browning.
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ER"{JCE EATT,Ï,IE &flass for úhe [lakota Sioux, 1963-64,24 minttes, black
and white, sound

Quixote, 1964-65,45 minutes, black and white and color,
sound

All My Life, 1966, 3 minutes, color, sound

Castro Street, 1966, 10 minutes, black and white and
color, sound

Valentin de las Sierras, 1968, 10 minutes, color, sound

r--.æ-É *, tr F 1931 Born, Aberdeen, South Dakota
Served in Korean War

'É€-
d

1955

1959

1960

1966

1973

B.A. in Art, University of Minnesota

Attended London School of Film Technique

Received grant from Rockefeller Foundatinn

Taught at Bard College

Lives in Berkeley, California and in Oregon

Lived in San Francisco, began shooting first
film

196l Founded Canyon Cinema and Canyon Cinema
News

ri
I
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Photo Robert A. Haller

Anticipation of the Night, 1.95g,42 minutes, color, silent
\üindow lVater Baby Moving 1959, 12 minutes, color,silent
Prelude: Dog Star Man, 1961, 25 minutes, colo¡, silent
Fire of Waters, 1965, l0 minutes, black and white, sound
Sc,enes From Under Childhood, part I, 1967, 30 minutes,color, silent
Scenes From Under Childhood, part II, 1969,40 minutes,color, silent
Scenes F'rom {Jnder Childhood, part III, 1969, 27.30minutes, colo,r, silent
The Machine of Eden, lg7}, ll minutes, color, silent
Eyes, 1971,35.30 minutes, color, silent
Deux Ex, 1971,33.I5 minutes, color, silent
Songs 1-14, 1964-5, 63 minutes, g mm *, color, silent

1933
1950
1952

Born, Kansas City, Missouri
Attended Dartmouth College
Completed firsr film (INTERIM) with friends
in Denver, Colorado
Attended Institute of Fine Arts, San Franoisco
Went --to New York, worked with Joseph
Cornell
Maya Deren's Creative Fjlm Foundation
Award
Worked at Raymond Rohaue¡,s theatre in SanFrancisco in exchange for screening rights to
his collection
Married Jane Collom, who has collaborated
with him on films
$9cejv.9d award given in protest by Brussels
World's Fair Pre-selection Èilm Jury
Received Independent Film-makers' Award,
given by Film Culture
Avon Foundation Grant
Rockefeller Fellowshio
Taught at The Schooi of The Art Institute of
Chicago
Retrospective one-man show at Museum of
Yodern Art, New york City
C_itation for Creative Achievement, BrandeisUniversity
Colorado Governor's Award for Arts andHumanities

1952
1955

1955

1956

1958

1958

1962

1965-69
1967-69
1970-74

1971

1973

1974

* All other films are 16 mm.
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ROEERT EREER

20

Bo,rn, Detroit, Michigan
Graduated from Stanford University
Jt'""f;ä U;tversity annua'l painting award
Moved to Paris
Creative Fi'lm Foundation Award
Returned to the United States
Bergamo Award (sPeciarl diPloma)
õ.uã,irr" Film Foundation Award and Award
à'i-ñlitinõtion for Inner and outer spøce

Max Ernst Award
üliirå "iäp"n to collaborate with Expeir.
åËåiîit" Ãtr-1nd rechnologv grouq (E'A T')
ä"^pãpti-c"ta Pavilion, Expo '70' Osaka
Further visits to JaPan

Jamestown Baloos, 1957,6 minutes' black and white and
color, silent and sound

A Man and E{is Dog Out For 'Air' t957 ' 3 minutes' b(ack
and white, sound

Eyewash, 1,958-59,3 minutes, color' silent

[nner and Outer Space' 1'960,4 minutes' color' sound

Blazes, 1961,3 minutes, color, sound

[Iorse Over a Tea Kettle, 1962' 6 minutes' co{or' sound

Breathing, 1963' 6 minutes, black and white' sound

Fistfight, 1964, 1'l minutes, color' sound

66, 1966,5 minutes, color, sound

69, 1968,5 minutes, color, sound

70, 1970,5 minutes, co'lor, silent

Gulls and Buoys, 1972,6 minutes' color' sound

Fuji, 1974, 7.5 minutes, color' sound

1926
1949

1957
1959
1960
t96t

1969

1970

Lives in Palisades, New York
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HOLLIS FRAMPTON

Photo Marion Faller

Maxwell's Demon, 1968, 5.30 iminutes, black and white,
silent

Surface Tension, 1968, 10 minutes, color, sound
Palindrome, 1969,22 minutes, color, silent
Artificial Ligh't, 1969,25 mjnutes, color, silent, 16 framesper second

Zorns Lemma, 1.970,60 minutes, co,lor, sound
Nostalgia, 1971, 36 minutes, black and white, sound
.dpparatus Sum, 1972,2,30 minutes, colo,r, silent
Poetic Justice, 1,972, 31.50 minutes, btack and white,silent
Winter Solstice, 1974,33 minutes, color, silent

1936
1951-54
1.954-57
1957-58

I 958

1959-66
7961-60

Born, Wooster, Ohio
Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
Visited daily with Ezra pound at St. Eliza_
beth's Hospital
Moved to New york City
"People I met there composed the faculty of
a phantasmal'graduate school'."
Primarily engaged in still photography
Worked as laboratory technician, still photo-graphy and film, specializing in dye_inhibition
color processes
"First fumbtings in cinema"
First one-man show (still photography),
Peninsula Gallery, palo Altõ
"First films I will publicly admit to making."
Taught at Hunte¡ Co'llege and Cooper lJnion
Moved to Eaton, New york
Since January, member of Visiting ArtistsProgram of the New york State Cõuncil onthe Arts
Professor at Modia Center, State Universitty of
New York at Buffalo

1962
1965

1966
1969-71

1970
1971

1973
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ERNIE GEHR

Photo Babette Mangolte

22

Wait, i96S, 7 minutes, color, si'lent, 16 frames per second

ÏLeverberatioru 1969, 25 minutes, b'lack an'd white' 16
frames per second, sound-o'n-taPe
per secornd

Serene Yelocity, 1970,23 minutes, color, silent, 16 frames

Fielil, 1970, 19 minutes, black and white, silent, 16 frames
per second

Still, 1969-71, 60 minutes, color, sound

Biographical information withheld at the request of the
film-maker



BARRY GERSON

Pholo Robert Parent

Fluidity (Window, lVater, Contemplating),
minutes, colo,r, si¡lent, 16 frames per iecond'

1,969, 26

Born, Philadelphia, pennsylvania

Attended Temple University

Studied still photography with Harold Feinstein

Began making films

Moved to New york

Taught at Bard Co,llege

Taught at State University of New york at
Buffalo

Taught at Edinboro Co'llege

Yernal .Equinox (Sr¡nlight Floating, Afternoon), 1970,
26 minutes, ccrlor, siüent, 16 framãs per second

1939

1958-60

1959

t961

1965

1973

1973

1974

Lives in New York
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KEN JACOES Soft Rain, 1968,12 minutes, color, silent

Torn, Tom, The Fipcr's Son, 1969, 86 rninutes, black and
white and color, si,lent, 16 frames per second

1933

1 950

1957

Born, New York City

Began to write screenplays

Made his first completed film with Jack Smith,
Saturday Afternoon Blood Sauifice: TV Plug:
Little Cobra Dance

1964 Advisory Board of the Fi'lm-Make¡s' Ciné-
malthèque

1965 Began working with Shadow Plays, began
N.Y. Apparition Theatre

1966

1970

Director of the Millennium Film V/orkshop

Began teaching State University of New York
at Binghamton

Lives in Binghamton, New York, and New
York City
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PETER KUBELKA Mosaik fm Vertrauer¡ 1954-55,16.30 mjnutes, black and
white and color, sound

Adebar, 1956-57, 1.50 minutes, black and white, sound

Schwechater, 1957-58,1 minute, color, sound

Arnulf Rainer, 1958-60, 6.30 minutes, black and white
frames, black and white sound

IJnsere Afrikareise, 1961-66, 12.30 minutes, color, sound

1934 Born, Vienna, Austria

1964 Co-director, österreichisches Filmmuseum

1967 Member, Board of Directors, Anthology Film
Archives, New York

1972 Taught at New York University

1974 Taught at State University of New York at
Binghamton

1974 Taught at New York University

Lives in Vienna
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GEORGE LANDOW

Photo Robert Parent

Fleming Faloon, 1963-64,7 minutes, black and white and
color, sound

Film In Vt/hich There Appear Sprocket Holes, Edge Iæt-
tering, Dirt Particles, etc. 1965-66,4.30 minutes, color,
silent, l6 frames per second

Film In Which There Appear Sprocket Holes, Edge Let-
tering, Dirt Particles, etc., wide screen version, 1966,
20 minutes, color, silent, 16 frames per second

The Film That Rises To The Surface Of Clarified Butter,
1968, 9.30 minutes, black and white, sound

Institutional Quality, 1969, 5 minutes, color, sound

Remedial Reading Comprehension, 1970, 7 minutes,
color, sound

'What's Wrong With This Pichue?, 1972, 1030 minutes,
color, sound

1944 Born, New lfaven, Connecticut
Attended New York University, Art Student's
League, Pratt Institute

1970-71 Taught at Film Institute of Chicago

Lives in Chicago
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JONAS MEKAS Reminiscences of a Journey to Lithuania, 1977,85 minu-
tes, color, sound

1922

1942

1943

1944

194549

1949

I 955

I 958

t962
1964

1964

Born in Semeniskiai, Lithuania
Graduated from Gymnasium in Birzai
Assistant Editor of newspaper and literary
journal in Birzai ^îdParievezy
Attempting to flee occupation, is caught en
route to Vienna and interned in labor camp,
Elmshorn, Germany
Lived in D. P. camps, attended universities in
Mainz and Tubingen, founded Lithuanian
literary magazine, Z víl g sn i ai

Emigrated to New York, began shooting first
film
Founded FiIm Culture
Began film column, known as MOVIE JOUR-
NAL in The Village Voice

Founded Film-makers' Cooperative

Arrested for screening Flaming Creatures by
Jack Smith and Un Chant d'Amour by Jean
Genet. Case dropped after international pro-
test by group of international intellectuals

Opens Film-makers' Cinémathèque in New
York
Founded Film-makers' Distribution Center

Director of Anthology Film Archives
Taught at New York University
Taught at Cooper Union

1966

I 968

1972

1974

Lives in New York City
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YVONNE RAINER

Photo Babette Mangolte

Lives of Performers, 1972, 95 minutes, black and white,
sound

1934

1956

1958

1960

1962

1967

1968

1970

l97l

1969 Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship
Taught at Connecticut College, New London

Born, San Francisco, California

Came to New York City to study acting

First modern dance study with Edith Stephen

First choreography, Three Satie Spoons
Studied with Martha Graham, Merce Cun-
ningham, Ann Halprin, and Robert Dunn

Appeared in the first Concert of Dance, Judson
Memorial Church, New York City
Started the Judson Dance Workshop with
Steve Paxton

Harper's Bazaar Woman of Accomplishment

Ingram-Merrill Fellowship
Taught at New School for Social Research,
New York City
Taught at Goddard College, Plainfield, Ver-
mont

Helped form the Grand Union, a cooperative
performing group
]1ught at George Washington University,
Washington, D.C..

National Endowment for the Arts Grant
Taught at Vancouver Art Gallery
Teaches at the School of Visual A¡ts, NewYork City

Ic' ¡
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PAUL SHARITS

Photo Robert Parent

N:O:T:H:I:N:G, 1968, 36 minutes, color, sound

T,O,U,C,H,f,N,G, 1968, I2 minutes, color, sound

S:TREAM:S :S :ECTION :S:ECTION :S :SECTIONED,
1968-70, 42 minutes, color, sound

1943

1964

1966

1967-70

1968

1970-73

1970

1973

Born, Denver, Colorado

BFA in Painting, University of Denver

MFA in Visual Design, Indiana University,
Bloornington

Taught at Maryland Institute of Art, Baltimore

Grant from American Film Institute

Taught at Antioch College, Yellow Springs,
Ohio

Ford Foundation Humanities Grant

Teaches at Media Center, State University of
New York at Buffalo

Lives in Buffa,lo, New York
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HARRY SMITH Heaven anil Earth Magic, 1950'60, 66 minutes' black
and white, sound

Late Superimpositions, L964, 3l minutes' color' sound

Early Abshactions, 1941-57, 28 minutes, color' sorrnd

1923

1935

193946

1950

1957-62

Born, Portland, Oregon

Began learning alchemy from his father

Began batiked abstractions made directly on
film

Began optically printed non'objective studies

Beean semi-realistic animated coltrages made
;aípart of mY alqhemical labor"

Lives in New York CitY
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MICHAEL SNOW Wavelength, 1966-67,45 minutes, color, sound

Stantlard Time, 1967 ,8 minutes, color, sound

<----------+, 1968-69, 52 minutes, cdlo'r, sound

One Second in Montreal, 1969, 26 minutes, black and
white, silent, 16 frames per second

A Casing Shelved, 1970, 40 minutes, color, sound

La Région Centrale, 1971,3 hours, colo'r, sound

1929 Born, Toronto
Educated Upper Canada College, Ontario
College of Arts, Toronto

1953-54 Traveled in Europe (painting and working as
a musician)

1955

1957

1957

1967

Film animator for Graphic Films

First one-man show, Isaacs Gallery, Toronto

Married Joyce Wieland

Grand Prize, Fourth International Experi-
mental Film Festival, Brussels

1968 Labatt's Breweries Award for non-narrative
film

1969 One-man show, Museum of Modern Art, New
York City

1970 Cannes Film Festival
XXV Biennale di Venezia

Lives in Toronto
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JOYCE WIELAND

Photo Míchael Snow

32

SailboaÇ 1967-68,3'30 minutes, black and white' printeC
on color stock,'sound

tg33, 1967-68, 4 minutes, color, sound

Catfood, 1967-68,13 minutes, color, sound

La Raison Avant Ia Passiono t968-1969, 80 minutes'
color, sound

Pierre Yallièr es, 1972,34 minutes, colo'r' sound

1931

t94A9

1956

1957

1960

Born, Toronto

Studied art at the Central Technical School

Met Michael Snow while working at Graphic
Fi'lms

Married Michael Snow

First one-man shows at the Here and Now-c;iËt 
""d the Isaacs Gallery, both in

Toronto

1962 Moved to New York CitY

Lives in Toronto
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CRITICAL ESSAYS AND STATEMENTS
BY FILM-MAKERS

BRUCE BAILLIE AND THE
LYRICAL FILM

reconciliation of nature and mind that makes the oriental

of its structure:

JJ

by

P. Adams SitneY
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Bruce BaiIIìe, CASTRO STREET



sion or the movies, photographed directly from the
screen. The sounds of the "mass" rise and fall
throughout lhe e Pisllc.

Gloria: The sound of a siren and a short se-
quence with a '33 Cadillac proceeding over the
Bay Bridge and disappearing into a tunnel. 

.Íhe final section of the commanion begins with
the offertory in a procession of lights and figures
in the second chant.

The anonymous figure from the introduction is
discovered again, dead on the pavement. The
touring car arrives, with the celebrants; the body
is consecrated and taken away past an indifferent,
isolated people accompanied by the final chant.

At the very beginning he shows a man struggling and
dying on a city street at night, ignored by passers-by as
if he were a drunk collapsed in the street' In the subse-
quent weaving of moving camera shots, in counter-
pointed superimpositions of factories, expanses of pre-
iabricated houses, traffic, parades, and markets, all com-
plemented by a soundtrack that blends Gregorian chant
with street noises in shifting degrees of priority, the
viewer tends to forget the dying man or to see him as
the forecast of the section of the film that enjambs bits
of war films with advertisements shot directly off a tele-
vision without kinescopic rectification so that the images
continually show bands and jump.

Contrasted to the images of waste and violence, a
motorcyclist appears in the traffic and Baillie follows
him, shooting from a moving car for a very long time.
He is the tentative vehicle of the heroic in this film' But

Two images demonstrate the ironic pessimism with
which Baillie views the American landscape at the center
of the film. Over the sprawl of identical prefabricated
houses he prints the words of Black Elk: "Behold, a
good nation malking in a sacred manner in a good land!"
Then he pans to an American flag waving on a tall pole
in the distance. By changing the focus without cutting
from the shot, he brings to view a previously unseen
barbed wire fence between the camera and the flag.

"The Mass is traditionally a celebration of Life," he
wrote in the Film-Makers Cooperative catalogue, "thus
the contradiction between the form of the Mass and the
theme of Death. The dedication is to the religious people
who were destroyed by the civilization which evolved
the Mass."

In To Parsifal Baillie began to elaborate his equivocal
relationship to technology by employing the train both as
a symbol of the waste land and the heroic th¡ust of the
Grail quester. The motorcyclist of Mass possesses some
of that ambivalence. But it is in Quixote that Baillie
utilizes the tension between the heroics and the blind-
ness of technology as a generative principle for the orga-
nization of the whole film. He told Richard Whitehall:

Quíxote was my last western-hero form. I sum-
marized a lot of things. I pretty much emphasized
the picture of an American as a conquistador. A
conquering man. For example, up in Montana
there's a bridge being put up, driving straight
through the mountains, and it was half made
when I got there.

They're chopping their way right through. And,
to me, that was the best explanation of what
western man was up to.

In many ways Quixote restates the structural principles
of Mass with increased irony and ambiguity. For instance,
the tentative protagonist of the earlier film, the motor-
cyclist who appears near the beginning and the end, be'
comes a flying man, a movie version of Superman, at
both ends of the later film. Despite his sophistication,
Baillie remains an innocent; the whole of his cinema
exhibits an alteration between two irreconcilable themes:
the sheer beauty of the phenomenal world (few films are
as graceful to the eye as his, few are as sure of their
colors) and the utter despair of forgotten men. It is in
Quixote alone that these two themes emerge into a dia-
lectical form, an antithesis of grace and disgrace.

The incessant forward movement of Mass leads to the
meandering journey, of which Quixote is the diary, of
a film-maker in search of a hero who can be his media-
tor without irony. But the series of agents he finds can-
not sustain that burden: they are tired Indians in a lun-
cheonette, an old farmer, a prizefighter reduced to
Bowery life, a naked girl, the artificial Superman, and
even animals (a turtle, horses). In their impotence, the
lyrical film-maker, himself a Quixotic observer without
Anger's confidence that the cinema is a magical weapon,
becomes the hero of his own film as he descends through
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a nostalgiâ f (manifested in
the intercutt ith.turn-of-the-
cãntury pho vision of New
York streets films and foot-

withdrawn his films again without the public histrionics
of Brakhage.--S.ìt Buiili" has eschewed the polemical struggle in the
t"n y.u.t he has been Lg films' His rare jnterviews
reflect his pacific Pers
in theory. Since the
tinually, living out of
the California commu
by the ocean in Fort Bragg.
sèrious hepatitis since 1967 t
vities and generated a meditation on death in his longest
film so lar, Quick BillY ,l97l).

In the enã, the argument between consciousness and
.rutr." ir as' cruciaf to Baillie's cinema as it is to
niut ttug.'r. But it is problematic because the weight of
the dialogue seems to rest outside of the film, especially
in the piolific stream of films from the late sixties-
i""s (1gøø), Castro S*eet (1966)' All -Mv Life (1966)'
Stlifì¡e dgeq, a¡d Valentin de las Sierras (1967)' In
lnãr", in.'.y" of the film-maker quiets his-mind with
i-ueå, of reconciliation; the dialectics of cinematic
thoright become calm in the filming of the privileged
mom"ent of reconciliation. In an interview with Richard
Corliss, he describes his achievement as a film-maker and
the fundamental shortcoming of that achievement:

Now, I can answer a little bit just for myself' as

ttaving been a film artist' I always felt that I
brougit as much truth out of the environment as

I cou"ld, but I'm tired of coming out of ' ',' ' I want
everybody really lost, and I want us all to be at
homê there. Something like that' Actualtly I am not
interested in that, but I mean that's what you
could do. Lots of people would like it' I have to
say finally what I arn interested in, Iike Socrates:
peace. .' rest.. . nothing'

Baillie's two versions of the structural film' coinciding
wiin tne general emergence of that form, draw upon his
iviì""ï iift' and poinl 11"
privileged moment' BY rn-
ã"inuïî"orution with 

-a 
^f'

firming the PrioritY of the ver
;h;t;t; of ttre titm-maker, the structural film terminates
iir" ã1"f""ti", of the lyrical and mythopoeic forms' Bail-
ii" "orn"t 

to it in the apparent hope of subduing the
i"lf""t¡" ego and, at leãit tentatively, exploring deep
.p""" ^t¿ unquestioned natural objects' In AII My Life
<igøel n" punt along a fence lined with rose bushes'
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Then in the same slow movement of the unstopping ca-
mera, he switches from the horizontal to the vertical,
rising above the fence into the sky, resting in a composi-
tion of two telephone lines trisecting the blue field. The
movement lasts as long as it takes Ella Fitzgerald to sing
"All My Life" on the soundtrack. Its complement, S¡i//
Life (1966), fixes an interior vjew with an unmoving
camera. The voices on its soundt¡ack suggest that the
dim figures by the far window are looking at a series of
photogrtaphs of shiines devotod to Ramakrishna. Baillie
refers to this in the Film-Makers Cooperative catalogue
as "A film'on efforts toward a new Ame¡ican religion."

Castro Street Íeturls to the lyrical form with a re-
newed lushness of texture and color. His note for it is
typically gnomic and tantalizing in its guarded hints
about his working process:

Inspired by a lesson from Erik Satie; a film in
the form of a street-Castro Street running by the
Standard Oil Refinery in Richmond, California . . .
switch engines on one side and refinery tanks,
stacks and buildings on the other--the street and
film, ending at a red lumber company. All visual
and sound elements from the street, progressing
from the beginning to the end of the street, one
side is black-and-white (secondary), and one side is
color-like male and female elements. The emer-
gence of a long switch-engine shot (black-and-
white solo) is to the film-maker the essential of
consciousness.

A different note subtitles it "The Coming of Con-
sciousness".

The film begins slowly and gradually changes pace
several times. Its fusion of black-and-white negative
with color, often moving in opposite dìrections, recalls
Brakhage's micro-rhythms. The superimposition tends
to destroy depth and to reduce foreground and back-
ground to two hovering planes, one slightly in front of
the other. The opening movement, accompanied by the
sound of a train in slow motion, occurs on the back
plane. An iris isolates a smokestack, then slowly wanders
on the screen, drifting toward the upper right corner.
The first dynamic image is of a negative, high-contrast
power line moving in the superimposition.

Baillie occasionally uses slightly distorted images of
the trains and the ¡ailroad yard with prismatic colors
around the border of distinct shapes. He also uses images
wlr,þh were recorded by'an l'm,properly threaded oameÍa
so that they appear to jump or waver up and down on
the screen. A ghost image of a man and the numbers
from the side of a boxcar jump in this way on the fore-
ground layer early in the film. Soon afterward part of
the screen clears to show a red filament inside a tube;
for Baillie not only uses superimpositions but soft mask-
ing devices so that parts of the screen will be single-
layered, while the rest is double, or will contain a thi¡d
element which appears on neither one of the super-
imposition layers, as if melted into the picture.

As the trains move faster, the pace of the film changes.
The smokestack in the iris returns, now red-filtered and
occupying the center of the screen. Another central iris
replaces it, looking out on violets in a yellow field; slowly
an old Southern Pacific engine pulls into the iris beyond
the violets, recalling the later movements of To Parsifal.
A yellow car crosses almost pure white negative cars.At this point in the film we hear whistles, muted
voices, and the tinkling of a piano. A curtain is drawn
open to show the blue of the sky, and then it closes,
blending immediately into the superimpositions, which
become progressively anamorphic. To the sound of
clangs, negative and color trains move in opposite direc-
tions across the screen, ending in the dominance of a
silhouetted negative engine with a man in it, slowly cross-
ing the field of vision. This is the image Baillie ¡efers to
as the "essential of consciousness".

Just before the film ends another negative figure takes
over the film. The camera follows the blazing white
pants of a walking workman, then shows his polka-dot
shirt. His appearance crowns the passing negative of the
engine and its conductor. Then a red, dome-like barn
appears while a sign, saying "Castro Street", pointing in
the direction opposite to that of the camera, marks the
film's conclusion.

Both Brakhage and Baillie push in their later lyrical
films toward cinematic visions of impersonal or un-
qualified consciousness. In films such as Pasht, Fíre of
Waters, and Castro Street they succeed in momentarily
disengaging the self from vision. But that came only
after they had invented and pursued a form that could
articulate . that complex relation for the first time in
clnema.
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CAMERA OBSCURA: THE CINEMA
OF STAN BRAKHAGE

by

Annette Michelson

his Postscript to the published script of Blood ol a poet,
of his reluctance to "deform" space. Fearing, no doubt,
the Caligarisme whiclt was his film world's name for its

teau's. Rather than splice a moment of time into which
a film, she attempted

stending it into a filmic
underwritten by the

perhaps more easily to
as a dancer. who had been trained

Eliot once remarked, in a phrase I can neither quote
nor locate exactly, that we know more than the artists of
the past and that they are precisely what we know. Eisen-
stein was part of the past Brakhage came to know as a
young film maker beginning his work in the early 1950's.
That knowledge was, however, mediated by the use of
Eisenstein's work made by Brakhage's lonely predeces-
sors, the American Independents of the postwar period,
and most particularly by the rryork and theory of Maya
Deren,

Deren worked and argued for a "lyrical" film, positing
its "vertical" structure and ultimately its disjunctiveness,
as against the "horizontality" or linearity of narrative
development. She thereby claimed for film the stylistic
polarities which Jakobson, formulating the basic struc-
tural attributes of speech through an analysis of its dis-
orders in aphasia, has proposed in the metonymic and
metaphoric modes. Deren's work extends the extra-
ordinary intuition Ìr,ith which Cocteau had seized upon
the primary Eisensteinian impulse. Inserting within the

steinian energy, reinstating the Self as subject, multiply-ing the modes of its appearance-in mask, signatirrê,
voice-over, tableaux, autobiographical incident and allu-

age to the development of perspective in Renaissance
painting, and onè is therefore not surprised to read, in

Slow motion, the anamorphic lens, the superimposition
which contracts space and arrests tempoial flõw, ex-
treme close-up, change of focus, the out-of-focus shot,
the use of leader, the inversion of images, the sensed
rhythm of the body in the camera movement, the violent
contrast of volumetr,ic and flat areas, the rapid flash-
pan, the painting and scratching of the surface, and the
affirmation of the grain of film begin to compose an

af once ve
of a hund¡ed spaces" which
which only a radically re-
provide. It is in that striot

of

creates that "convergence
Klee had called for and
defined temporality could
sense Utopian.
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structure and the trajectory of the elevated railway, they
are reassembled, as it were, and the sequence of forrnal
strategies available is discovered as the course of a

stein's cinema of intellection depends upon the unity
of the disjunct, sensed as disjunct, the cinema of sight
will be, from this point on, incomparably fluid. It will
be, as well, the cinema of the hypnagogic consciousness
aspiring to a rendering of a totally unmediated vision,
eluding analYtic grasP'

-, It isluegested by Sartre that the hypnagogic conscious-
I ness is the consciousness of "fascination".
Ir

This does not mean, in fact, that consciousness
is not fully centered on its object; but not in the
manner of attention . . . V/hat is lacking is pre-
cisely a contemplative power of consciotlsness, a
certain way of keeping oneself at a distance from
one's images, from one's own thoughts and so to
permit them their own logical development, instead
of depositing upon them all of one's own weight,
of throwing oneself into the balance, of being
judge and accused, of using one's own power to
make a synthesis of whatever sort with no matter
what. A coach appeared before me which was tli'e
categorical imperative. Ilere we see the fascinated
consciousness: it produces an im'age of a carriage
in the midst of thinking about Kantian morality. . .

It is, of course, precisely this fascinated state of con-

and of The
the of the image,

inaccessible to analYsis, devours in its constant renewal
both Projecting that "con-
tinuo had sensed as Gertrude
Stein n for him. The agents
of its sustained instantaneity are camera movement,
light, and the editing process itself. In Antícipation, then,
Biakhage's shadow hovers over light emerging through
door and window, the brilliance of car lights streaks
through the black night, a garden is seen as light re-
flected from its green, a rainbow forms in the water

shot away within the Park's ride,
send light een and into the obscu-
rity of its ins from that obscuritY
the ability to reverse the reality of its own movement
into the illusion of the objeot's motion, so that a moon
and a templelike structure are seen in pans to streak
across the screen.

In this film we see as well Brakhage's editing style
reach maturity. Its fluidity almost belies its total sover-
eignty. The cuts are many and quick (Brai-irage in his
mature work also makes great use of the fade), but-and
this is Brakhage's point of dialectical intensity-they are
fused by a carnera movement sustained over cuts. Dis-
parate images (car lights and a boy in a garden, for
example) are united by movement or direction either
repeated or sustained through the cut. Disparate spaces
are unified in a consistent flattening or obscuring of
spatial coordinates and that unity is intensified by the
synthetic effect of continuous movemeht produced in
editing.

Brakhage posits optical space as the "uncorrupted"
dwelling of the imagination which constitutes it. Dis-
solving the distance and resplving the disjunction Eisen-
stein had adopted as the necessary conditions for cine-
ma's cognitive function, he proposes, as the paradigm of
contemporary montage style, an allerqative !o -!4-tellec-
tual Cinema: the Cinema of Vision,

sciousness, the dePositing
weight, throwing one's
Brakhage introduces as

upon them of all one's own
self into the balance which
the pivotal principle of his

cinema. In so doing he develops a theory of Visìon
both

all con
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FROM ''RESPOND DANCE"

by

Stan Brakhage

to music than we have ever (except in Maser Depts.) seen
pure, orderly light. This thought led me to the revelation
that it is prirnarily shape that imposes itself on the con-
scious mind, uncalled for, anð that colors are almost
invariably commissioned, filled-in after by conscious
recall or imaginative whim. This last thought seems to be
checking itself out as correct in all my experiences these
days. THEREFORE, it is the relationship between space-
shape and rhythm-pitch which gets closest to the heant
of the matter (that is the blood-pumping to the meat-
bulk of the creature) of providing a form for audio-visual
experience that is something other than a cheating of
sense-ability-and-itivity (and, for me, form rnust [whether
acknowledged-classic-or not-romantic-etc.l find its
prime source of inspiration ún the physiology and psy-
chology of the creator.) And I do take very seriously
Charles Olson's warning in "Theory of Society":

(we already possess a
sufficient theory of
psychology)
the greatest prosent danger
the area of pseudo-sensibility:

And as to "the gods," as referred to in your letter,
Gregory-I have found that if I keep the total instru-
ment of myself in shape (form) and sea-worthy (going
. growing), or ship-shape and sea-worthy (to keep it
light . . , afloat, that is) while maintaining capability of
depth and complexity (anchors at sails with attendant
et sets and et ceteras-what's past, pre-sent, and
futurahhhhhhh) 'then "the gods" seem to keep up their
beginning-middle-and-end of it admirably . . i.e.: do
persuage me (breath-winc1: inspiration) to raise sail, steer
courses unmapped, et cetera, and force rne, usually by
appearing under sign of Dis; that is, do'ert me, rendering
themselves invisible for my searching, hiding for my
seeking below the Sirface of them (thoughtstop-windead:
spiralization) to drop anchor, Vat and all, et settle, and
fin-ally to S'ave me too, 2, for partnership-shape (thought-
wind-breathstop and/or key: exspiration and/or inven-
tion) to add new rigging, disentangle the nets, and
strengthen the links, make weightier anchor, et sets. I
do not ever like to take "the gods" as fore-granted, find
no likeness there, and am, at least in this sense, natural
class- assist.

To Gregory Markopoulos, Iune 8, 1963

almost immediately
the tune forcing its
vals of the melody .

often does to be rid
ments to play that tune, voices to sing that song, in the
head-or, that failing, whistle it out to exhaust the im-
pulse." This soon led me to the conclusion, with tenta-
live agreement from Jane, that it is the mathematical
naturJof music than enables the subconscious to impose

expense or even exclusion (where possible) of other
asþects of music (such as timbre or, on a larger formal
scále, theme and variations, etc.) would naturally evolve
a process analogous to visual procosses. This reminded
me that, when I had recently visited Bell Laboratories in
New Jersey (in company of James Tenney, who is cur-
rently working in the computing dept. there-creating
and composing with sound generated by means of a
Digital Computer) and while viewing the purest color I
could ever hope to see (in the Maser Dept.) created by,
or rather being, light emitted wi'th a uniform wavelength,
one of the scientists interfered with, stuck his hand into,
the beam and spoke of the resultant, distorted pattern as
analogous to the overtones of an impure sound. Well, we
do hear much closer to pure, pitched sounds in listening

To P. Adams Sítney, lune 19,1963

OF NECESSITY I BECOME INSTRUMENT FOR
THE PASSAGE OF INNER VISION, THRU ALL
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MY SENSIBILITIES, INTO ITS EXTERNAL FORM.
My most active part in this process is to jncrease all
mv sensibilities (so that all films arise out of some total
aräa of being or full life) AND, at the given moment of
possible creation to act only out of necessity. In other
words, I am principally concerned with revelation. My
sens,ibilities are art-oriented to the extend that revelation
takes place, naturally, within the given historical context
of speõifically Western aesthetics. If my sensibilities were
o,therwise oriented, revelation would take an other ex-
ternal form-perhaps a purely personal one. As most of
what is revealed, thru my given sensibilities clarifies itself
in relationship to previous (and future, possible) works
of art, I offer the given external form WHEN COM-
PLETED for public viewing. As you should very well
know, even when I lecture at showing of past Brakhage
films I emphasize the faol that I am not artist except
when involved in the creative process AND that I
speak as viewer of my own (NO-DAMN tha,t "my
own" which is JUST what I'm trying, DO try in all
leotures, letters, self-sensos-of, etc. to weed out)-I spe'ak
(when speaking, writing, well-that is with respeot to
deep considerations) as viewer of The Work (NOT
of but By-Way-Of Art), and I speak specifically
to the point of What has been revealed to me AND, by
way of describing the work-process, what I, as artist-
viewer, understand of Revelation-that is: how to be
revealed and how to be revealed TO (or 2, step 2 andlor

-the viewing process).

To Bruce Frier, Late August, 1963

"The twentieth century and all its works" constitute,
as a matter of course, the natural tomb of living man, or
life itself, which approximately twenty centuries of
steadily increasing (not to count previous sporadic instan-
ces) monotheistic thinking has created: a gigantic Grave
Yard, which, by this time, has no boundaries on this
earth and is manifest everywhere, built for the dead at
the expense of the living. It seems likely that the first
gnavestone was, in fact, laid when Pandora's box, which
might actually have been a coffin, was opened and the
truth, mortality of man, was known. And it seems quite
natural that Man, or any man, or woman (from Pan-
do¡a herself to Bluebeard's wife opening the one forbid-
den door-the latter myth still sufficient to stand for
the whole Western sex complexity of twentieth century
realization) having released the potential of all evil (that
is: insufficiency and/or the irreconciljable: that which
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neither he nor she could hope to more than "come to
terms" with) the natural ,tendency would be to climb into
the very box wherefrom all evil came and therefore,
presumably, was not. (Or if you prefer F,den: once
having tasted of the fruit of the tree of knowledge,
become then the fruit, even food for serpent, later, rather
than be subject to more temptation-or to find opposite
of Bluebeard version, take earlier Eden myth where we
find Adam disobeys Eve, Earth Mother, in asting and
is, therefore, driven from Eden. Nature.) However it
happened and at whatever rate, its works are the mono-
liths of entomb-meant of life-force in man, the Tree of
knowledge a gallows for living sensibili,ty, made manifest
by quest-shun-an-swear, rather than a source of nourish-
ment for growing sensibility, a course of man, chorus
sing in hanmony, each one in inter-relationship to every
other, coursing altÒgether of necessity whenever narrow
passage (if ever), dissimilarity the measure of indiviclual
core, co only re: Plan, for companionship or, as
Olson sez:

And now let all ,the ships come in,
Pity and Love The Return The Flower
The Gift & The Alligator catches
and the mind go forth to the end of the world.

Which brings us, if you follow me as graoiously as you
lent me your support, to "The Twentieth Century an.d all
its workings"; I mean that which is really moving in lhis
time, each move m'eant and of a rhythm more ancient
than all history, each in time only to the 'life-force being
listened to as it hasn't been in at least 2,000 years. all
underground, o,f necessity-only statues on mon-u-meants
above the ground-all messages rapped out secretly along
the drain-pipes of civilization, difficult to decipher
amidst the roar of shit-only epitaphal mono-thesis dis-
gracing the more muddy than underground air of the
surface. But nothing mo'/es up there (it's all in "the
works") and down here, where at least 1 am (and I hope
you'll join me) there's such a human burrowing as the
world hasn't known since Pleistocene man.

To P. Adams Sitney, March 11, 1962

I've been having (after somé ten years of work) an
immense difficulty making a splice I'm speaking
aesthetically, not technically natch-all tonched off by
John Cage's appearance here, long talks between us, the
listening to his music and subsequent readings of his



marvelous book Silence. Cage has laid down the greatest
aesthetic net of this century. Only those who honestly
encounter it (understand it also to the point of being able,
while chafing at its bits, to call it "marvelous") and
manage to su¡vive (i.e., go beyond it) will be the artists
of out contemporary present. All those pre-tend artists
who carry little gifts in their clutching, sweaty hands (the
'1co,okie-pushe¡s" as Pound caltls than) will no m'ore
be able to get thru that net than those monkeys who are
caught by gourds with small holes in them filled with
fruit (monkey grasps fruit, hole too small to withdraw
hand, monkey too dumb to let go of fruit, etc.).

To P. Adams Sítney
End of second week of December, 1962

Then the spiritual trial, as always, is relevant: that is,
I have come to the time of life of which Mr. Pound
speaks (in the book on Gaudier-Brzeska) thus:

He (Gaudier-Brzeska) even tried to persuade me
that I was not becoming middle-aged, but any man
whose youth has been worth anything, any man
who has lived his life at all in the sun, knows that
he has seen the best of it when he finds thirty
approaching; knows that he is entering a quieter
realm, a place with a different psychology'

and this re: "spiritual" can only be sensed psychologically
with some deficient image ("only", as yet, in mind) such
as a spiral being pressed (by all pushing ego past) to be
thought of as a circle (all to make ends meet-out of
future foreboding-as if to make "security" there) . . . my
struggle being thus, TO SPRING! But then I am sharply
stop-answered (in Gilbert Sorrentino's article of great
worth in Kulchur 8) by T. E. Hulme:

In November , 1829, a tragic date for those who
see with regret the establishment of a lasting antl
devastating stupidity, Goethe-in answer to Ecker-
mann's remark that human thought and action
seemed to repeat itself, going around in a circle-
said: "No, it is not a circle, it is a spiral." You
disguise the wheel by making it run up an inclined
plane; it then becomes "Progress" which is a
modern substitute for religion. . .

and f am haunted by Webern's piece based on Bach's
Musical Offerin.g, the intense center of the piece, where,
as the ear makes obvious, he struggles most desperately

to break dissonantly with the imposed past form-ancl
fails ., . and dies shortly thereafter . . . and I am haunted
by Pollock's rages when he found the totems of his
earliest woik turning up again-and could only think of
them as of re-turn . . . and died shortly thereafter. And
fear of death (in both physical and spiritual sense) is cer-
tainly not new to me, but it does come in a new form . . ,

with a stupid una'kin, yet mannakin, to "Rage, rage,
against the dying of the light."

Well, all the above is, for the moment at least, past
tense now-as we have just seen Dog Star Man: Part I-
and it is of these above struggles and (unlike I feared it
might) does not assume old forms but rather transforms
image, in a total concept and thru completely filmic
magic, with such strength that Prelude looks flashy and
even superficially imitative of painting beside it. It does
not save me from the dilemmas mentioned in the first
paragraph, not was I saved in the act of making it (one
of the falsest delusions of the young artist is that his art
may act therapeutically as if "finger painting" were more
than fingers painting); but it is just that the finished work
gives me the same sense of both sssss-and-ave which has
acjted wilthin me for this sal-vation long be,fore the work
was started-so that it, the work of art, can act upon
the artist as much as Gertrude Stein (in Picasso) says that
\ryar acts upon civilization . . . i.e., to inform the civiliza-
tion of what has already taken place in terms of change.

. . . Of all kinds of survival a film artist struggles for,
the economic one (as typified by my personal one as ex-
pressed in this letter) is the most immediate. Yet film
enthusiasts generally hate to have any expression given
to a personal economic need. I think this as serious an
oversight (if deliberate shielding can be called that) as
that devious refusal from film goers, well entrenched
eight years ago, to consider the personal statement within
the aesthetic structure as anything but a mistake en-
gendered by psychoanalysis . . . well, mis oi not, it has
taken; and the whole structure of now recognized areas
of film where the artist's hyper IN-volvement with his
per-son (if un-owned-i.e. given to the process, at weak-
est, or medium, when medium, of God-force [that thrust,
out of necessity, of all the invisible coming thru usl when
greatest) proved the way to most of universe-albeit not,
CERTAINTY NOT, "Universality" in the old sense . . .

the distinction between "Universe" and "Universality"
here most be-speaking the confusion which arises when
the viewer take "a lity" for a light, thinks "the universe"
what-is-al¡eady-partitioned rather than enjoying and
joining the search for the unknown and accepting the
unknown ways to it as more reasonable than all paths,
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To Robert KellY,Iune 26' 1963

I had as a child always one predominant vision of my
future life: I was, with all my friends, backed into caves
of a mountain and attacked by an enemy (most often the
police,
always
of the
outnum

noyance to film-makers
sound-taking), mY namin
ber" (what an interesting
to write was "Old Thund

which I do find, now, some unenlighteried part of every

f)
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THE FILMS OF ROBERT BREER

by P. Adams Sitney

Two important figures of the American avant-garde
cinema began to make their first films in Etuope in the
early 1950s. They are Robert Breer, an American, whose
cinema grew out of the painting he was doing in Paris
in the early 1950s, and Peter Kubelka, an Austrian who
went directly into cinema but who did not find a signifi-
cant context for his art until he came to America in
1965. Breer had resettled in Palisades, New York by
1959. Although their films are obviously very different
and no influence can be traced from one to the other,
both have their roots in the graphic cinema of Eggeling,
Richter, Duchamp, and Lye without the mediation of
the Abstract Expressionistic and mythopoeic phases that
I have described in the previous chapters.

Both Breer and Kubelka were only marginally aware of
the early graphic cinema. Nevertheless, they each took up
its premises and reduced them to a new essence after a
hiatus of more than twenty years. The similarity of their
situations, if not of their films, has produced a numberof related (sometimes in likeness, sometimes in oppo-
sition) theoretical positions and insight.

Breer described the background of his first film in an
interview with Guy Coté: "First, I was a painter. In Paris,I was influenced by the geometric abstractions of the
neo-plasticians, following Mondrian and Kandinsky.It was big at that time, and I began painting that way.
My canvasses were limited to three or four forms, each
one hard-edged and having its own definite color. It
was a rather severe kind of abstraction, but already in
certain ways I had begun to give my work a dynamic
element which showed that I was not entirely at home
w,ittrtin the stnict l,imirts of neo-plasticisrn. Also, the notion
of absolute formal values seemed at odds with the num-
ber of variations I could develop around a single theme
and I became interested in change itself and finally in
cinema as a means of exploring this further. I wanted to
see if I could possibly control a range of variations in
a single composition. You can see that I sort of backed
into cinema since my main concern was with static forms.

In fact, I was even a bit annoyed at first when I ran
into the problems of movement."

Later in the same interview he unfolds the heart of
his first film when he says of all his work, "I'm interested
in the domain between motion and still pictures." The
cuts of Form Phases 1 take place between still figures,
often the mirror images of each other, and the motion
variations are bracketed by the static poles of arche and,
telos, the beginning from which and the end to which lines
move. The realms between stillness and motion remain
the object of almost all of Breer's explorations in cinema.
Ife came quickly to a heightened awareness of the ope-
ration of the single frame as the locus of the tension
between the static and the moving.

In an article on the cinema, called "A New Realism
-The Object", which equates "the realism of the cinema"
with "the possibilities of the fragment or element", Fer-
nand Léger calls for a new kind of film-maker:

New men are needed-men who have acquired
a new sensitiveness toward the object and its image.
An object for instance if projected for 20 seconds
is given its full value-projected 30 seconds it
becomes negative.

In Recreation 1 Breer took up the challenge of Léger,
but in a direction of heightened speed that the maker of
Le Ballet mécanique had not quite anticipated. In the
same article, Léger said that "All current cinema is
romantic, literary, historical-expressionist, etc." He is
using the terms "romantic" and "expressionist" in a vague
and popular sense, but they apply precisely when used
to define his tradition, as Breer manifests it, in contrast
to the late Romantic (and Abstract Expressionist) aesthe-
t'ic.

Although there is a concrete pattern in the develop-
ment of Breer's work, it is not one that touches upon the
trance film, the mythic film, or the structural film (even
though-and this makes the matter complex-the struc-
tural cinema has been influenced by his achievements).
The absence of these forms is not as significant as the
absence of the aesthetic which generates them. The
Romantic film-maker looks on the cinema as an instru-
ment of self-discovery or mythopoeic discovery; the pro-
cess of making a film becomes a quest for the film's often
problematic content.

In terms of painting, both American and European art
was irrigated by Cubism and neo-plasticism after the
Second World War. In Europe, Surrealism died as a
painterly force. The heirs of Mondrjan and Kandinsky
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accepted their geometry but rejected the Neo-platonic
and theosophic framework in which it had been first ex_

In an interview Breer stated:

view with Jonas Mekas, he spoke of Recreation as having
been made

in a kind of deliberate feeling of wonderment:
"What the hell will this look liké?,'you know, thatkind of thing, and ., I don't wanl to know . . .
whether this is cinema or not; it doesn't matter."
Then I would go back and try to incorporate some
notions of cont¡ol and construction.

By. introducing the middle step of creation on cards, herefined his animation but ãimini.hed the dynamics
achieved in his first works.

Naturally the notion of the ..threshold" is more vital

I started in Europe and I feel that my orientation
was somewhat European. As a painter I was work_ing out of Bauhaus traditions while Abstract

that that of the Americans. The Abstract Expres_
sionists, and so forth, were working in a soit of
anti-conventional way, trying for direct expression,
while I was happy working out of conventions. f

cartoons until
(1960), Horse
and the clima
broke up and
earlier works.
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collage of that figure or the object itself. In all three parts
he mixes satiric collages of Napoleon and the instruments
of warfare with glimpses of landscapes and abstract
textures and keePs the film in an
unresolved su the viewer's psycholo-
gical urge to ements as the central
iheme and re o sub-themes.

The transitions between themes within the three sec-
tions revolve around thresholds between motion and
stillness. A series of watercolors, each on the screen for
three or four frames, vibrates before the lens as if they
were quickly ve
againsf static of
single-frame t þ"
screen. They ln

pronounced accent on the former, is so fine and subtle
that the film does not lose its carefully balanced tension
in these transitions.

Most of Eyewash derives from photography of actual
.entities rather than from collages, drawings, or flat photo-
graphs. Reflections of light on water, blurred fast panning
moiions, passing trucks filmed through a telephoto lens,
a rolling ball, single-frame street scenes, and a humorous
and exciting shot of a workman just at the point of saw-
ing through a blue plank, are the crucial images here.
Breer cuts on motion, shifting depths, speeds, colors, and
directions in the shot-to-shot junctures, while he or-
ganizes the whole film in terms of repeated images and
waves of rhythmic intensity and relaxation. Eyewash
anticipates many of Stan Brakhage's Songs, made a
decade later, but it lacks the visionary coherence and
passionate commitment that Brakhage with the advantage
of ten years of development was able to bring to his
materials. More than any other film of Breer's, this one
recalls the strategies of Le Ballet mécanique, especially
when Léger moves out of his studio and organizes his
glimpses of Paris into a chain of associations.

With Eyewash Breer ended his work in defining the
threshold between flat animation and photographed
actuality by means of freezes and movements fractions
of a socond long.

Of the American films he made before Fist Fight'
only Blazes (1961) touches upon his central concern with
the border in cinema between motion and stillness. Here

wn
led
of

ied
the rhythm o
which two im
frame changes
twenty of bla
second on the
of cards wi'th three or four frames for each rnovemerll.
A loud clicking sound gives an auditory equivalent to the
rush of similar and recurrent designs before the eyes.

At the same time he translated his principles of anima-
tion into sculpture.
slightly varied car
degree of stillness
with the illusion o
illusion. The mutoscopes also provided a means of break-
ing down the theatrical situation of cinema, which Breer
has always held in suspicion. In two interviews he said:

I got disoriented by the theatrical situation of
film, by the fact that you have to turn out the
lights and there is a fixed audience, and when you
turn out the lights you turn on the projection light
and you project the piece of magic on the wall. I
felt that ihi. very dramatic, theatrical situation in
some ways, just by the environment of the movie
house, robbed some of the mystery of film from
itself. The idea to make mutoscopes was to bring
movies again into a gallery situation, where I can
have a concrete object, which gave this mysterious
result in motion.

All my art ideas have to do with material I was
using. . . . I wanted to examine it more closely, and
bring it into the open, to exPose it.

In the middle of the decade, Breer's sculptural work
shifted from making mutoscopes to constructing objects
that moved so slowly that they would seem stationary
when directly observed, but when ignored for a period
of time their shift of location would be obvious. At the
same time, the dimensions of the single frame re-emerged
in his films with increased vigor and purity'

Fist Fight, unlike any other of Breer's films, is auto-
biographical. In it he contemplates and manipulates
"still" images from his past in what is apparently a mov-
ing family album. Black-and-white photographs of his
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wife as a girl, of himself at his work table, of children,
a wedding party, and many friends and personal scenes
are scrambled together with fragments of cartoons (in-
cluding a quotation from Horse Over Teakettle), a hand-
written letter passing too fast to be legible, fingers, a bare
foot, a mouse in a cartoon trying to turn on a lamp, and
a real mouse falling thiough btack space-to isolate a
few of the more striking images.

By treating the photographs as he had the geometrical
shapes of his earlier animations, Breer seems to be trying
to distance himself from these images of his life. The
personal material blends into the animations and frag-
ments without assuming a privileged emphasis. At times
it seems as if they were not personal pictures at all, but
simply the most convenient photographs for a film
intensely determined to explore further ambiguities of
stillness and motion, painterly surface and illusory dep.th.

The film articulates itself in bursts separated by sec-
tions of blackness. In each burst a technique or series
of images,may dominate or provide a matrix, but all the
elements (photographs, cartoons, abs,tractions) occur
in oach cluster. At first the flickering alternation of
photographs and later the cartoon elements seem to be
the center of concentration, yet the film resists giving
a sense of development. In a note for Pat's Birthday,
Breer had written, "Why things happen after each otherin this film is because there isn't room for everything
at once. But it's really a still picturo and time is not sup-
posed to move in one direction any more than it does in
the other." Although he does end that film with a re-
capitulatiq,n in brief shots of the actions already seen,
Pat's Biithda.y follows the course of a day's outing, but

in Fisf Fight tlre tension between the human lives sche-
matically depicted in the photographs and the recurrent
bursts of images comes closer to the atemporality he
claimed for the earlier film. Since Frsr Fíght, at eleven
minutes, is the longest of Breer's films after the leisurely-
paced thirteen minutes of Pay's Bírthday, it takes on a
quality of duration foreign to his earlier work; some of
the image clusters seem as long and as integral as R¿-
creation or Blazes.

Had Breer chosen to use the penultimate scene as the
Iast, it would have resolved the tensions he elaborated
earlier. In that section, he wrenched the camera off the
animation table while it was still running, Then he walked
out of his studio with it, filming the walls and his shoes
as he went, until he was in the open and could photo-
graph the sun. By returning to the bursts of animation
and photographs after this gesture, he further main-
tained the equilibrium of the phrases and qualified the
most expressionistic moment yet to occur in his cinema.

After F¡s¡ Fight Breer made three remarkably con-
trolled animated films which return to the forms and the-
mes of his earliest work but with more power and con-
fidence than ever before. These three closely-related films,
66 (1966), 69 (1969), and 70 (1970), place Breer for the
first time among the major coloris;ts of the avant-garde.
Each film sets itself a clearly-defined problem involving
color, speed, illusion, and image-shape, and even though
they are unquestionably units of a series, they do not
overlap or borrow from each other. Each fully satisfies
its own postulated conditions of operation; seen together
they clarify the subtle problems the film-maker has posed
for cinema.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
ROBERT BREER

by

Jonas Mekas and P. Adams SitneY

JONAS MEKAS: I don't know if it will work, but
ideally I'd like to concentrate only on your last three
fitms, 66, 69 and 70. I fhlnk that they differ from all the
others. Or no? What do you think? Do they differ, for
YPU?

ROBERT BREER: Yes, they do. But you know, Form
Phases IV is very much like those films. Form Phases IV
was made in 1956 or something, and that was my last
abstract film until the film óó which was in 1966 or 1967.
In between, I made those collago and animated cartoons
and people films. ó6 was very much a return to Form
Phases IV. It's a funny kind of retrogression, I guess.
66 was purely geometric, abstract. 69 was another abstrac-
tion; arld lhen, 70.'Ihey have numbers and they group
together, developments of each other, I guess.

MEKAS: Most of your films before 66, I mean the
period between 1960 and 1966, deal with certain collage
areas-even the films with people. They don't go that
deeply into the explorations, in a sort of minimal way,
of color, the illusions of the eye, the . . . I don't know
how to describe it.

BREER: But that's where I started. My first film,
Form Phases 1, in 1952, as a matter of fact, it's an
abstract film. That is an abstract film, and it came right
out of my paintings and elements in it were taken from
my paintings. In fact, it was meant to be just an ela-
boration on tho painting I was working on at the time.
I wasn't really interested in film; I didn't know if I v'as.
So now I am going back to that again. I don't paint
anymore. Oh, I fell into a certain dead end in the painting,
at that time, and the neo-plastic ideal. Films were very
liberating, so I took advantage of it. I wanted to see some
things I'd never seen before. Actually, those collage films
were in the same spirit as the abstract painlings, trying to
distill the essence of the medium. For me, film was an-
other medium that permitted mixing all this other

extraneous stuff, ideas and words and configurative ele-
ments that I couldn't justify putting in paintings any-
more, and I was sort of trying to come to te¡ms with
conventional cinema as opposed to film, but still, very
basically, abstract, you know, examining the material,
what was possible in film. So now, I've come back.

MEKAS: Parallel to your film work, you continued
working on your moving sculptures.

BREER: I made paintings and films for about six
years and I kept on painting. Gradually, I stopped paint-
ing. And then I went through a period when I came back
here from Paris, well, for maybe two or three years,
when I didn't do anything but films. Then I wanted to
bring film back into . . . I got disoriented by the thea-
trical situation of film, by the fact that you have to tu¡n
out the lights and there is a fixed audience, and when
you turn out the lights you turn on the projection light
and you project the piece of magic on the wall. I felt
that this very dramatic, theatrical situation, in some ways,
just by the environment of the movie house, robbed some
of the mystery o,f film f'rom itself. My early sculpture was
an attempt to make films concrete that could be seen in
daylight. Well, the kind of effeot that I got out of flip-
books, where you hold something in your hand and you
flip three images together and they flow into one image.
And that is a very concrete situation. It's something you
hold right in your hands, something that you are looking
at in normal circumstances, under light, without sitting
in a chair, or something, and art is always presented that
way. In a gallery, you walk around and look at it on the
walls. I couldn't go back to static painting anymore after
film-so I started making objects that had some kind
of development in time and yet could be looked at as
concrete objects. So, I started making these bent wire
objects and mutoscopes, flip cards.

MEKAS: You may be interested to know that there
is now a screen invented which allows one to project
films in bright daylight. As a matter of fact, the brighter
the room, the more clear the image will be.

BREER: Well, there is one already, it's oalled tele-
vlslon.

MEKAS: But this new screen is specifically designed
for projecting films. I don't know the principle, but it
was demonstrated half ayeat ago,

BREER: Well, I still felt a kind of remoteness between
the projector and the screen. The pleasure I get out of
making drawings and then looking at those drawings
immediately, is something I thought I lost somewhere
in cinema. It was made up for by these effects that you
couldn't get any other way, these collage effects, but
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I still felt a loss there and I wanted to get closer to the
direct action of an artist or somebody making art, I
guess. Even a screen in daylight, when you can now get
a very bright image, still seems to me that the image on
the screen has gone through a mysterious process, it's
back in the booth some place. So it's trying to be con-
crete about cinema that got me into making sculpture,
and the things that creep around on the floor came five
years ago, I guess. There was a period when I was search-
ing around for something that would be the equivalent
of what I thought was-I hate to use these words-
mystery and wonder . . . Killing words It's a
very fragile thing for me and I felt that it had to be dis-
tilled somehow and isolated and it had to be really strong;
it had to be. It seems like a contradiction in terms, but
they had to be singled out, with nothing extraneous
around, just that phenomenon, and I don't know how
to describe that, I donlt know what it is, I guess it's what
people see when my things are successful, that's what
they get. So that these things move around on the floor,
just dumb objects, and all they do is just move around
very slowly, and I try to keep it as simple as that. There
are a lot of ramifications, but I am not talking about
film now, of course.

(Interruption)
BREER: I am trying to explain the evolution, you

know, back and forth between films. I never quit making
films, but I just change emphasis. It's something about
the work habits that makes me go from film scale back
to concrete objects. It's a kind of nice, stimulating process
for me. If I get bogged down in making objects, or some-
how I come to a point where there is nothing goìng on,
I can use this change of scale and material to revive my
ideas. There are some practical things about that, working
in a small scale, the way I do with the films, just sitting
in one place, and . . . It has a lot to do with the . . .

kind of . .declaring the limits to the means ahead of
time so that then you can work within these self-imposed
limitations and you don't have to think about the limita-
tions anymore. In that sense, I guess, it's kind of con-
ceptual. This is the effect that you are going to get . . .
Like, I made Breathing as a film. A little self-consciously,
I had a sign up, and I was working on the . . . I work in
strange little rooms and places, I like to do that . . . to
get myself a room some place and close to the door and
sort of work in there . . . So, I had a sign for making
Breathíng, which involved making thousands of drawings
over a period of a couple of months-and I had a sign
which was going to be the title of the film, for a while-
I'll be damned if I can remember it exactly-I think it
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was: THIS FILM IS WHAT IT IS WHAT IT IS WHAT
IT IS WHAT IT IS-and had the sign around and that
was a rerninder for me, as a kind of dlsoipline that I
didn't refer to anyrnore after I wrote it, but it was there
to remind me that I was making a really concrete film; I
wasn't going to digress; I was going to keep on making a
direct ftlm. So i,t is a kind of cornpulsion to derfine my
limits.

MEKAS: A "direct" film?
BREER: Well, in that case, I was drawing on cards

and animating lines and the temptation, with my back-
ground, when I start drawing, is to let things flower out
into other areas and make cartoons and bring in extrane-
ous material, and so forth. In this case, I decided that the
limit was going to be . . , I was going to keep very close
to direct, concrete imagery. It is my own, private classifi-
cation . . I didn't invent it, the term, but that was my
meaning of it. I guess, that the movement of that line,
and its place on the screen, and its density, the rhythms,
and so forth, were going to be the totality of the film,
and that I'd concentrate on that.

MEKAS: This is a silly question, but could you try to
sum up, what, for you, cinema is, as opposed to painting?
Are those two directions, areas, clear?

BREER: I use the word "threshold" a lot, when I am
thinking about what I am doing. I have a notion about
conventions or disciplines, they are inter-changeable
words for me. The sum total of the, let's say, cultural
history of the. . .

(Interruptìon)
MEKAS: Yes, we were on the word "th¡eshold".
BREER: Yes. Somewhere, in all my work, I tried to

amaze myself rüith something, and the only way you can
amaze yourself is to create a, situation in wh,ich an acci-
dent can happen. The accident is relative to wtrtat you're
trying to do. It's only an accident because it's unforeseen.
And somehow it always gave rne that opportunity. It's
narrowing down now, in such a way that the accidents
are smaller and smaller . . . That's the terrible thing that
happens with the kind of control that you have. Still,
it's very important. And that's where I consider the thres-
hold of what I know about a given medium and what
happens when I violate that threshold at the moment I
consider I am doing something worth pursuing. So, every
film has to get me interested, while I'm doing it. This has
to happen somewhere along the line. It's a notion, like . . .
It's probably an old idea about avant-garde, you know,
about breaking ground and about defining the limits of
something by breaking those limits all the time. I con-
sider limits very important, if only to serve as a basis



for rupturing, you know? This is the only reason for
doing this thing, it's a matter of bringing life into some-
thing. You break a leg and you know what you are made
of; if you get sick, then you know what you are, or,
maybe in a more positive way, if you have some great
paroxysm of j,oy. I lnean, sexual revelaltion, all kinds of
physical revelations, like that. And in an art form, it takes
a more formalistic . . .

MEKAS: Do you see any different steps in your
work-can you group your work in some way, in groups?
Periods? Technique-wise or subject-wise or threshold-
wise . . .?

BREER: Yes, because I have tried a lot of different
things, to amaze myself. I guess, there are. The first films
were working out painting problems. But my work habits
are such that for a long time I used to alternate from one
kind of film to the other-the other being an antidote to
the one I just did.

MEKAS: From anecdote to antidote . . .

BR'EER: Yes. The anecdote was one of the things that
bothered me, so I used to alternate between them, I guess.
If you went back and looked at dates and things, you'd
see thât I went from collage things, very dense kind of,
chopped up imagery, to something that L . . that would
serve'least in working as an anecdote, and that's when I
got into the line . . . the flowing . . . the kind of float-
through things. And so I really alternated those types of
films.

P. ADAMS SITNEY: You mean, did one collage, and
thenone...

BREER: Yeah
MEKAS: When I say "groupings", I don't necessarily

mean groupings that are separated in time. They could
be overlapping.

BREER: That's right. They do. They overlap; they
almost alternate one after another.

SITNEY: When did you start the alternation?
BREER: Right at the beginning. I went first from

geomerf¡ic films, ,in 1952, ,bl'tat firsrt, lirtttle one, Form
Phases L A lot of bad and successful experiments
I had to work through everything I had seen, too, and
try everything I had seen. So it started right at the begin-
ning. I went from that faidy rigid constructivist type
film to using flowing inks, and so forth.

SITNEY: Which ones?
BREER: They are on that reel . I don't know if

they are on that reel. Well, there were more Form
Phases . . . Some of them are mainly titles . . . very out
of frame, you know . . , unhappy lighting, and so forth.
But still, the basis was there. Once I did that, O.K,,

enough of that . now it's time to break up every-
thing and do the other thing. It got to be kind of a habit,
doing that . . . It doesn't show very well on the films
that I show normally, because I suppress a lot of films.
What I found was that when I make a film which I
really like very much, I try to make a sequel to it. And
that was always . . . it was just the energy that I put
into that film, the impetus of it carried over into another
footage which sometimes woul,d be called, you know,
a sequel to the previous film. I mean, I'd have Recreation
2, which was a result of making Recreation 1, whi:re I
really tried to exploit what I discovered in that film.
Those were very self-conscious efforts and usually not
as interesting as the first ones, aird that stands to reason.
And so there is always that little film after the one that
I considered good. Then I'd throw all that out when I
realized what I'd done. Later on, I quit making those
sequels, I'd just eliminate that stage. I realized that that
was my way of dissipating the energy by making a phony
film . . . I'd just spend it out until it was really driven
into the ground, then I'd start all over again. It's a strange
business of self-hypnosis, you know.

Generally, there is a shift, I guess, from the early geo-
metric things to when I decided that maybe I could break
out of these notions of plastic formalism altogether. The
cinema really provided an opportuni'ty to forget about
continuity, that's one of the things about cinema which
was there waiting for me, as a trap. I decided, since I
don't know about continuity, I don't have t'o think about
it, and I'11 just put it out of my mind, and I'll do it in a
very methodical way, which was by fracturing, shattering
the image so there wasn't a flaw in it.

So that the collage thing was a kind of deliberate-like
the first ones, Recreation and the loops I made before
that-were done really in a kind of deliberate feeling of
wonderment: "What the hell will this look like?" You
know, that kind of thing, and "I don't want to know, I
can attach no value to it. I don't know whether this is
cinema or not, it doesn't matter." It was that kind of
thing. Then I go back and try to incorporate some no-
tions of control and construction, and so forth. I think
Iamestown Baloos was a film where I felt I was riding
kind of high on that film and rnixed in everything, every
discipline I could think of, very conspicuously, and would
carry it off just on the level of drive and euphoria, and
it would work because I'd will it to work, that's all. Then,
after a more sober reflection, I'd go back to another film.
Then, there are films that I did out of . . .

MEKAS: Horse Over the Tea Kettle seems to me to be
one of those films with several satellites . . .
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BREER: All of them . . . A Man With His Dog Out
For Air, I did it to celebrate the birth of a child, and
also because Franny was in the hospital, I had a week
of being alone. I worked very intensely . . . Those films
are done deliberately very quickly, so that I don't think
about them. They are done in . . . I don't work in anger
or anything like that. I kind of work best when I am well
fed and well screwed and everything . . . very peaceful,
happy with myself and feeling quite congenial, and that's
when I work best. Nothing works out of anger .

SITNEY: It seems, there are films, like Horse Over
Tea Kettle and Man Out For Air, tlrey look like they
were made first on cards, or something, first on drawings
and then film. Other films look like they were made at
the projector.

BREER : There are cards, of course . . . This is the
scale thing in cinema that intrigues me, and I don't
know what it means, but I started working on these small
cards. Man and Dog was made on regulation size 8 X 12

-or whatever-sheets of paper. The problem there was
covering that amount of area in depth through several
thousand images, it's a lot of ink. I scratched film too.
But it's really against my better judgment. I knew that
the results would be limited to looking like every scratch
ever made So then I came to these cards, and I
don't remember how I discovered that as the way of
doing things-it seems very simple-minded, but certainly
it was the right scale for me, because they allowed me to
work very quickly and eliminated a lot of the . . . Oh,
there are so many advantages, I don't want to go into it,
but working on cards, it was a beautiful thing that hap-
pened to me. That, of course, makes the images look
very direct, because of the scale-the line is blown up,
it's almost like drawing on film. Is that what you mean
by having that kind of presence on the screen? It does.
But the thing is that working on cards, you can work
through five images, relate five images together, you
know, the light would shine through five cards. If you
work on film, even 75 mm film, at most, even with
Mclaren's device of seeing, overlaying, you know, with
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the prisms seeing-two images one on top of othe¡-
you can't do that.

SITNEY: It's not what I meant. What I was asking
is this: some of your films look like they are cleared out
completely in advance. The images were made on cards,
or paper. O'thers, like Recreation, obviously were made
while the camera was going.

BREER: I see. That's right. That's a good point. That's
what I was telling Jonas, before you joinod, that I like
to work in a room . . . The thing about film is that you
can . I take a long time working out something, f
refine it way down, I am very reductive in my work. I
sit and I look at them, at a box I've made, for days at
a time, you know, until I'm absolutely at ease with it.
I might change something after a week or so. Wi'th film,I like the same amount of cor¡trol. The interesting thing
about film is that the act of filming sometimes can be
very wild. I permit myself full freedom with film becauseI know that I can chop it up later, or I won't show it,I can burn it more easily, I can destroy it, or I can re-
construst it. So that puts a kind of cu,rb on th,is tendency
to distill everything all the time, that's what's nice

MEKAS: It's funny-but yesterday I spoke to some
writer who said she had just destroyed all her writings,
and she said, if this would have been film, probably she
wouldn't have destroyed it. She felt the writing was much
easier to destroy . . . and film, she wouldn't destroy, she
thought. And now, you say, you can destroy it because
it is film. Sculpture-you wouldn't destroy that easily. . .
So I am interested in these subtle gradations of destruc-
tion...

BREER: I mean, it's harder to do away with it, you
know. More concrete, that's what I was saying; one ob-
jeotion to film was that. It's playing off of this discipline,
narrowing down, narrowing down, narrowing down . . .

Sometimes it goes beyond the limit of felicity, you know,
you get . . . it dies. Well, with the film, you can chop off
the dead extension of that kind of energy, or do it all
over agarn.



THE FILMS OF HOLLIS FRAMPTON

by

Bill Simon

Hollis Frampton's films differ from those of Gehr,
Gerson, and Snow in major ways. The term structural
describes his work even more ap,tly because he is con-
cerned with the development, arrangement, and juxta-
position of structures. He isolates an idea, a theory, a
concept, usually concerning a pa¡ticular aspect or prob-
lem in the cinematic experience and creates a structure
that demonstrates and elucidates it. Frampton is less in-
volved with the immediate sensuous experience of an art
objeot. While Serene Velocity ,may be enjoyed for its
kinetic quality an:d La Rêgion Centrale for its spatial
effects without necessarily engaging the viev¡er on an
intellectual level, the excitemenl of Frampton's film stems
largelji from the ideas that are presented, His filrns have
a sensuous intellectuality; they thrill by their engagement
in ideas. If Brakhage's great g'ift is whal he does with
I'ight and Snow's what he does with spaoe, Frampton's is
what he does with conceptual struotures.

In three Frampt'on films shown, lbwo m,ajo,r theo-
retical concerns are apparent. In Nostalgia (1971), he is
clearly working with the experience of cinematic tem-
porality. The major structural strategy is a disjunction
between sound and image. We see a series of still photo-
graphs, most of them taken by Frampton, slowly burning
one at a time on a hotplate. On the soundtrack, we hear
Frampton's comments and reminiscences about the
photographs. As we watch each photograph burn, we
hear the reminiscence pertaining to the following photo-
graph. The sound and image are on two different time
schedules. At any one moment, we are listening to a com-
mentary about a photograph that we shall be seeing in
the future and looking at a photograph that we have just
heard about. We are pulled between anticipation and
memory. The nature of the commentary reinforces the
complexity; it arouses our sense of anticipation by re-
ferring to the future; it also reminisces about the past,
about the time and conditions under which the photo-

graphs were made. The double time sense results in a
oomplex, rich experience.

Two other Frampton films shown, Critical Mass
(1971) and Poetic lustice (1972), also present complex
temporal situations. Critical Ma.çs shows a young New
York couple arguing about their relat,ionship. The film
starts on the soundtrack; the screen is blank. Ini,tially the
dialogue is cut u,p in such a way that the couple seerns to
stutter as they talk. (Frampton adds the "stutter" to such
recent perceptual constructs as Warhol's "s,tares", Ku-
belka's "flicker", and Mekas' "glimpse".) Lines of dia-
logue are cut into before they are finished, partially re-
peated, stopped again, repeated, until the phrase or sen-
tence is finished and a new one begins in the same man-
ner. A line like "I'm going to leave you" comes out:"I'mgoin',.. goingto lea'. . toleaveyou.. 'eave
you. An' When the image appears, we see the
couple arguing, standing against a white wall. The pic-
ture is cut to reflect the stutter, repeating itself and going
on, finishing one phrase and starting another. Later the

and a second structural prin-
and image go ou,t of synchro-
the boy speaking while we see
and vice versa. The degree of

de-synchronization varies mysteriously, disconcerting us.
There are two kinds of temporal tensions in this film.

In the first part, the stutter creates a future-past tension
as in Nosralgia, only on a more immediate second-to-
second basis. The incomplete phrase gives us a sense of
what is to come. The repotition brings us backward,
then carries us forward, stops, and retu¡ns. Time does
not evolve in a linear way. We are continually moved
from future to past and back again, with no true sense
of a present. In the second part of the film, the sound-
image disjunction brings about the temporal problem.
Because of our retarded awareness of the disjunction we
are never quite sure whether we are listening to some-
thing that has already been spoken in the image or to
something about to be spoken. We are simultaneously
either listening in the present and seeing the past or
listening to the past and seeing the present.

In Poetic lustice, \rye see a table upon which there is a
plant and a cup of coffee. A succession of sheets of paper
is placed on the table, each describing the "shot" of a
film so that we can reconstruot the film in our mind's
eye from the written descriptions. The imagined film is
in four tableaux, one of which contains a major temporal
problem. In this tableau, every second "shot" is followed
by one containing a still photograph of the previous
"shot". The second "shot" in each successive pair there-
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fo¡g refers back to the past; the photograph freezes the
action of the first "shot". IIowever, in the description for
the second "shot" of each pair, there are instructions
that do not appear in the description for the first' In
each case, the written instruction decribes an action that
occurs after the action of the first "shot" so that the
second "shot" in each pair is a rendering of the past
state of events and carries the aotion of the imagined
film a step forward. Two directions of temporal ex-
perience are mixed in a single image.

The second major theme that Frampton elucidates con-
cerns different kinds of presentational and perceptual
modes, especially the modes of language communication
and image communication. Frampton deals with the dif-
ferences between them and mixes the two by treating
words as images and images as words. At a seminar at
New York University in the spring of 1972, Frampton
recalled how he had originally considered himself a poet
(before he became a photographer and film maker) and
how he was especially interested in that type of poetry
ooncerned with its visual appearance, with its layout on
the pa$e, with its sense of being a piotorial image.

In Nostaglia, the past-future tension already discussed
can also be considered as a tension between words and
images. Frampton's commentary discusses the images
before we see them. He gives us historical background to
the images, interprets them in some cases (for example,
in a hilárious iconographic reading of two toilots) and
describes their content. When we actually see the photo-

an image.
In Critical Mass, a problem is posed in terms of the

tension between what we hear and what we see' In three
sections of the film, we see nothing; the screen is blank.
Our whole experience is concentrated on listening to
words being spoken, a fairly difficult and also very funny
task because of the stutter effect. The first time we see the
couple, when the image is als
and image are more or less sYn
a dialogue film. The second
the sound and image go out of
play against each other, seeming almost to discredit each

affirmed.
Poetic Iustice poses an especially complex prob-

lem in the relationship of word to image because
the film is rendered completely through written descrip-
tions of each shot. As in Nosr¿lgía, we are expected to
visualize the film in our mind's eye, but there are no
images with which to compare our imaginative cons-
truction. The series of images we are to imagine is com-
municated through a language system, not through an
image system. This language system, the descriptive
words written on sheets of paper, constitutes the movie
we see on the screen; we never see anything more than
the sheets and the table. A duality is established' We are
dealing with a film about a film. Cinematic images por-
tray words which portray cinematic images.

The high degree of reflexivity in the images described
complicates the structure. As mentioned, in one tableau,
every second "shot" contains a photograph of the "shot"
before it: an image (the photograph) is imagined within
an image (cinematic shot). In another tableau' each
"shot" describes a couple making love in a room, but in
each a different action is described as being visible
through the window of the room. This window becomes
a kind of sc¡een for the projection of a succession of
images-again an image within an image. In the first
and last tableaux, some of the "shots" include someone
referred to as "you" photographing what we "see" in
o'ther "shots". We are to imagine images of people
making images which we then "see". At the end of the
film, the second person construction, the reference to
"you" and "your lover", breaks down and an "I", pre-
sumably Frampton, enters the film; according to the
written shot descriptions, he is to be seen first photo-
graphing the "you" and "your lovèr" and then photo-
graphing the sheets of paper which describe the film we
have been imagining. The reflexivity moves from the
film we have been visualizing to the film on the screen.
At this point, in the very last shot of the film, a rubber
glove suddenly appears on top of the sheets of paper;
the logic that had been established by "reading" each
image is shattered by the appearance of an actual image.
The incredible rigor with which Frampton pursues his
theme and the almost infinite number of combinations
that he creates from his structures indicates the com-
plexity of Frampton's work.
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HOLLIS FRA.MPTON:
AN INTERVIEW

by

Michael Snow

in a seed catalog . . . and I pasted them onto a piec-e of
cardboard ut a Jtutionary background. I had ideas about

timental scientist" to describe himself, I think it could
be used to describe you. What objections to this do
you have?

FRAMPTON: Only two really. I'11 take up your
words one at a time. First of all, I don't believe myself
to be sentimental.
here we enter upon
I could be impeach
tal" at some later time.

As for being a scientist, I certainly am not, not even
a Christian Sciéntist. I've been sentimental about scientists
at one time or another-and even about sentimental scien-
tists like Duchamp. For me the sciences, as distinot from
the technologies, have always been a spectator sport-
circuses that seem to have replaced most of the bread'

SNOW: One of your films is called Maxwell's De-
mon. . ,

FRAMPTON: Well, I wanted to do something-to
put it as sentimentally as possible-for J-ames Clerk-
It4axwell who is, or was, either the last qualitative phys-

brief aside in a lecture delivered at the Royal College
of Edinburgh or some place
Analytical Theory of Color,
and ramifications, has given
color cinematography. He sa
colors could be analyzed i
component, a gteen component and a blue component,
and that all cõlors could be resynthesized from these
three colors, so that in this case, all film makers owe
Clerk Maxwell a considerable debt. As for his Dem'on:
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What's your name?
My name is Hollis Frampton. What's your name?
My name is Michael Snow.

naw jacket, one of the few colored things in the catalog,
on the cover, which I cut out by itself because the man's
face had been obliterated . and it passed by, after
a while, marginally, as did almost everything.else in the
movie . . , ind I found several pages of prize Zinnias



to pass through the gate any molecule above a certain
levêl of energy, and to rejeot all others. Eventually, if the
Demon were efficient, all the molecules of excited gas
would be in one half, and all the "lazy" molecules wou'ld
be in the other half. This, of course, would create, even-
tually, a strong inequality between the 2 sides' The prob-
lem about the Demon is that as he got more and more
excited molecules into one side they wou'ld come at him
more and more frequently, (and) he would have more
and more trouble excluding them as they tried to pass
through the gate, so that as he got further along on
his job, the Domon would have to work harder and
harder and faster and faster all the time' While this has
complicated thermodynamic consequences, it's only been
in the last 10 yoars that someone has consrtructed a
mathematical model of the Demon and has excorcised
him permanently. I liked the concept of a being who
workèd entirely in forms of pure energy; and since he
was Maxwell's also, I decided to include him in the
film. Both of those things which I know about Clerk
Maxwell are included in the film.

SNOW: Do you think that your close contact with
while you aren't a painter or
r films?
case of painting. I believe that

one reason I stayed with still photography as long as I
did was an attempt, fairly successful I think, to rid my-
self of the succubus of painting. Painting has for a long
time been sitting on the back of everyone's neck like a
Muse "in heat", whispering in our ears and . . it has
crept into territories outside its own proper domain.
I have seen, in the last year or so, films which I have
come to realize are built largely around what I take

has had a lot to do with my relative willingness to take
up film in hand as a physical material and work with it.
Without it, I might have been tempted to more literary
ways of using film-or more abs'tract ways of using
film.

SNOW: That was going to be another question: are
your films, quote "literary" and what could this possibly
mean to you?

FRAMPTON: I think "hterary film" is a pretty cut
and dried phrase since most establishment film is literary
in the sense that the people who made the films, particu-
larly since the beginning of sound, made them out of

stories, books and novels. The commercial view has
been that the film is an interesting way of tell'ing an
interesting story.

SNOW: In this context then, you would translate the
word "li'terary" as meaning narrative?

FRAMPTON: I would. The only sense in which I
think anything about my films is literary 'to my own
satisfaction is that I try to give my films titles tha,t will
give a distance fiom the flilms' the,mes the same
d'istance that a short work ,of lite¡ature has from its
subject; that is, its pretext,

SNOW: Would you describe the structure and the
quote "tensions" of your films Heterodyne and Surface
Tensíon; and in the case of Surface Teruíon, what are
your ideas concerning sound-irnage relationship?

FRAMPTON: These are several separate questions.
Let's start with the structure and intention of Heterodyne'

when I had no money for ¡aw
rolls of colored leader but never-
to make or work on a film. As I

revense do n e wi th *å1 
"t' 

j "l'iîoi,o #"ttå,Iri'f 
t 

åi "tianimation-or cell animation in particular and second'ly,
against abstract films with a capital they were
practiced in the late 40's and 50's as a kind of engine
õooler for the a¡t houses where I first saw serious foreign
movies. As I thought about the film, I wanted it to have
a very open, resilient kind of struotu¡e with the maximum
possible amount of rhythmic variety, both in terms of
;'count", "beat" and variety in the rhythmic cbanges of
shapes and the rate of the rhythmic change. I used a
debãsed form of matrix algebra to make up, in advance,
the structure of the film, and tried out several arithmetic
models for that struoture . . . with very short film pieces,
before I found one that seemed to suit me. As I came to
make the film, it consists entirely of 240 feet of black
leader into which are welded about 1,000 separate events'
Each consists of one frame, and there are 40 kinds of
frame, ranging from a frame that consists entirely of
red or green or blue to a frame which may consist
of red leader with a triangle of blue leader welded into
the middle of it. I say "welded" because the film was
put together using three colors of leader and 3 ticket
þunches-a square, a circle and a triangle-which I
Íelt to be constantly recognizable and also impersonal
shapes-and where one color is let into another, or
whère a color shape is let into black leader, it is literally
welded in with acetone. I was doing all of this under a
magnifying glass with tweezers and brushes and so
tãotn .' . I tË"y't" disposed along the continuods line
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of film by a scheme roughly the following: in order
to avoid a scheme in which certain types of frames
would,'by rhythmic recurrence, fall ait the sarne spot in
the film, or in the same exaot frame, I decided to use
prime numbers, that is, numbers divisible only by them-
sdlves and as a star'ting-po,int s¡ince they begin to
share harmonics extensiVely only in their very high
multiples-I further decided that I could use no prime
numbers less than 40, because 40 is the number of frames
in a foot and I didnlt want any single type of event to
occur any more often than once every one and two/thirds
seconds, and then I subjected my list of prime numbers
over 40 to a series of tests that involved the sums of
their digits-casting out those that didn't meet the
tests so that as .i't tu¡ned out the comrnonest even,t, a
frame tha,t is en'tirely red, o,ccurs every 61 fi.ames in
absolutely regular repetition throughout the film; and the
least oom.mon event, a red trtiangle on a black ground,
occurs every 2,311 frames-all of this necessittated an
amount of arilthmotic which I did over a period of 6
weeks-reduoed it ,to 'a large stock of 3 X 5 cards and
co,llated,them, and sat down with rny rew,inds and spli'cer
and simp'ly put the thing together-altogether on the level
of personal logistics, it . . . tied up my time and need
to be making a film for about 3 m'onths, at the end of
which I found myself with a libtle more money for raw
stock and I could go on and make other kinds of films.

SNOW: So you prefer to use images of photographic
material?

FRAMPTON: I certainly do. I think Heterodyne came
ou,t all right, though. I like ilt. I think it is, in a way,
a model for a photographed film, using 40 difforent
kinds of photographed single-frame images, staggered
out in a similar way. I'm not sure that wou,ld change
the struoture of the film in any way, but it could be
taken as a model of that kind. I don't ever propose to
make a film of that kind again. I believe I'll be using
punching and welding .

SNOW: I don't believe that that struoture srtands as
something immutable and not altered-

I believe that it would be altered by another use.
FRAMPTON: I think so, too.
SNOW: It's simpl.istic to think that the struoture itself

is discernable with any kind of mate¡ìal in the same
way, or even in any way that is or has any connection
with another use. It's a very interesting thing, I think.

FRAMPTON: Well, I agree, with different material,
you have to use a different matrix.

SNOW: That isn't to say that it couldn't be applicable

to a scheme-one used with different materials but it
could become something so totally different thal when
you traced to the undenpinning you would be discovering
nothing.

I had another questiron. You once maintained
that films should be silent-what changed your mind?
I think that would be a good preceeding question in talk-
ing about Surlace Tension.

FRAMPTON: Well, I still maintain that the official
history of film shows a certain kind of general qual'ity
in the available monumeruts of sound film. Film, from
its very bi¡th, from the time of the Lumière brothers,
was instantly sur¡ounded on all sides by exploiters, com-
mercializors and charlatans, bu,t I think sound especially
contributed to the decline of film by ossifying the early
talkies into a standard saleable pr:oduot. There is no
reason why an individual artist could not break out of
that and of course there have been films where the
sound track, in faot did advance the internal mo'tion or
the formal development of the film, the individual film,
not the film at large. What I suppose I had in mind
when I condemned all sound for movios was a dootrinaire
posture to keep myself from being tempted at the time
with the spectacle of Eisenstein in Alexander Nevsky,
who is, I think, wi'th that film, distinotly on the run.
He, in later life, disowned his firs't film, S/rik¿, but I
think Strike was a far better film Ili'an Alexander Nevsky

-for I find Prokofieff's music and Eisenstein's film
very often engaged in doing nothing more than gratting
upon each other. My rem,arks were addressed more to
myself than to other people. I certainly wouldn't prohibit
anyone from making sound films, I've been relaxing my
own rules, recently.

That's one view. I suppose what magnetizes me is
the enormous disaster of Wagner's fus,ion of the a¡ts.
I can only agree with Rémy de Gourmont when he said
"God ignores Wagner", possibly because He's the only
Being able to get far enough away fÍom the din. I believe
that any art tthrives by i'ts limitations. I don"t think we
can gain much by stockpiling one on top of another,
where there's more and more sensory overload. Sensory
overload turns into mental underwear. One of the things
I've always likod abou,t films is the, to our culture at
least, the exactitude of lim,itation and s,tandardization
of the conditions under which films are seen and the
fact that instead of including many more senses, you
are helped as much as possible to limit you,rself to a very
intense concentration in the use of I or 2 senses. No,t
that I don't think that cracking popcorn-sensory
"norise"-is paft of the film experience-I really do,
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Surface Tensíon."-i{RÀMPi-óÑ Quite franklv witt' surface Tewion' r
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-ptopose to attack r grand a fortress as The
ö;ä ñ;c; Relationshi'p' wanted to m'ake a film out
;Ë;';"ili"ãv imun num'u which
ll"råG ãi á piece, to see could

e film
while

e dollY shot from the m'iddle
e lakoin Central Park; and a
ly back and fo'rth in a tank
ontains onlY 2 quite simPle

sounds: one, the sound of the telephone ringing 37 times;
un¿ ttt" other, a prose description which for- the average
;;k;; àipnerith comes thiough as a single prolonged
;ã;;JU;^"se- it's in a foreign language-ìn this case'
õ"it"un- Noturally, I had other and more subtle concerns
öîäir. "ti*ittiii'ttre bodv of each of the 5 or 6 blocks
å"t ä^t""iuf that I was using' I did certa'inly want it to
Ë ;;;J film and I didnri see how I could do it with-
ã"t rã"1¿1" build up the internal reverberati'on I wanted
ãÃ;* ,h.;"rious pårß of the film ' ' ' but I wanted it to
üL-ï"Ëiv simple sound film, or a film thait used sound

have been".

SNOW: It is Possible for filrn?
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THE FILMS OF ERNIE GEHR

by

Bill Simon

ing the depth of field and slowly increasing the dif-
ference between positions . . . The camera was not
moved at all. The zoom lens was not moved during

Ffiå*:fr: nijt"f'i:nlïr
four frames I shot at 55 mm' And

then, for a certain duration, approximately 60 feet'
I went back and forth, four frarnes at 50 mrn., four
frames et 55 mm. , . Then I went to 45-60 and did
the same for about 60 feet, Then to 40-65, and so

with the interior space in a
from the deep recessive b
The oolor and structure of
The dominant color (walls, floor, ceiling) is a fluorescent-
inflected blue-green. Black lines at the junc'tures of walls,
floor, ceiling, and doors divide the space into reotangles'
White fluorescent lights and bright red exit lights punc-

wonders what one missed in the foreground by concen-
trating on the background, Serene Yelocity is both an art

The struotural firtrm m,akers work tin two dÌirfferent man-
ners: one is exemplified by the work of Hollis Frampton.
The other is observed in the work of Ernie Gehr, Barry
Gerson,
a single
matic st
involve
strategies, frequently in a mathematical fashion explor-
ing atl the permutations and combinations of the possi-
bilities that have been posited. This mathematical ap-
proach and tone are reflected in the division of the film
into separate uni,ts, each another step in the exploration,
the relative "flatness" of the rhythm of most of the films,
thoir analytic as opposed to em'otion'a'l qua{ity.

The isoiation of a single technique or a fixed set of
strategies oalls attention to the techniques or strategies
themselves. Structural films consciously explore the pro-
cesses of the medium. They are reflexive, dealing with

ng, the filmstriP, the Projection of
ey raise questions aboutt the effects
formal elements, for examPle, the
angle or camera movement on the

perception of space. TheY traffic
in the film-making and viewing
dispelling the illusions simultaneo
viewer's awareness of them. The
objeots and intellectual constructs, their special ability is
to gratify the senses and to induce thought'

Èrnie-Gehr's Serene Velocity (1971) exemplifies this
type of structural film. Gehr takes the corridor of a
mòdern universi,ty building ancl explores it through the
use of a particular cinema'tic procedure:

I used a 16 mm. camera with a zoom lens. Di-
vided rthe mm. range of the zoom lens in half and
starting from the middle I recorded changes in
mm. põsibions. Alternatively increasing and decreas-
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object 4pp a perceptual puz.zle. It involves the viewer in
the sensVous experience of movement, form, and color,
in the performance of a task (solving the puzzle, resolving
the ambiguous conundrum), and in the act of analysis
(speculations on how the film was made, realizations con-
cerning the illusory qualities involved).

Gehi's Stíll QgiÐêvolies similar responses in another
way. He takos a single space-a city street with lanes of
moving traffic, a parking lane, a line of buildings--and
makes multiple exposures. Each section consists of a
prima¡y exposure of the street with traffic and people
going by and a varying number of other exposures over
this. The superimpositions are of varying density so that
some of cars and people are partially opaque and others
transparent. Different seotions of the film use different

combinations of superimpositions. Most of the t'ime, for
example, a single row of parked cars appears in the park'
ing lane, but in one seotion there are two superimposed
rows of parked cars.

As in Serene Velocíty, the image is ambiguous: a man
crosses,the street, through ghostlike cars and buses; upper
parts of cars and péople appear'from a mysterious off-
screen space located apparently below the bottom of the
frame. The temporal situation Is complex, for we are
watching several events simultaneously and they tend to
blend. Attempts to distinguish which cars or people be'
long in which exposure result in confusion. The puzde
presented confronts the viower with technical procedure,
with the materiality of the medium, with the illusions
upon which the medium is based.
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PROGRAM NOTES BY ERNIE GEHR FOR A FILM SCREENING
AT THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK CITY

A still has to do with a particular intensity of light, an
image, a composition frozen in time and space.

A shot has to do with a variable intensi'ty of light, an
inrternal balance of time dependent upon an intermittent
movement and a movement wi,thin a given space depen-
dent upon persistence of vision.

A sho't can be a film, or a film may be composed of a
number of shots.

A still as related to film is concerned with using and
losing an image of something through time and space.
In representational films sometimes the image affirms
its own presence as image, graphic en,tity, but most often
it serves as vehicle to a photo-recorded event. Traditional
and established avant-garde film teaches film to be an
image, a representing. But film is a real thing and as a
real thing it is not imitation. It does not reflect on life, it
embodies the life of the mind. It is not a vehicle for ideas
or portrayals of emotion or¡tside of its own existence as
emoted idea. Film is a variable intensity of light, an
internal balance of time, a movement within a given
space.

When I began to make films I believed piotures of
things must go into films if anything was to mean any-
thing. This is what almost everybody who has done any-
thing worthwhile with film has done and is still doing
but this again has to do with everything a still is-a re-
presenting. And when I actually began filming I found
this small difficulty: neither film, filming nor projecting
had anything to do with emotions, objeots, beings, or
ideas. I degan to think about this and what film really is
and how we see and feel and experience film.

Morning and Wait were the first works in which I tried
to break down the essential contradictions of still and
shot by enormously emphasizing the still-frame-each
frame-as a particular intensity of light, a frozen compo-
sition in tìme and space and its difference and its rela-
tion to the shot/film. Out of this came a new balance in
the shot and in the frame (now seen, rather than seen
through). The film became an arrangement of stills.

Reverberation began as an attempt ãt a portrayal, a
representing of a concept of a life situation by way of
film, and ,turned in the making of it into a presentation
of the physical movement of film itself, stranding the
photo-memory of persons/o'bjects/their relationships in
a cinematic force-field wherein images are offered up
ând simultaneously swept away by conflicting energies.

Sound as it comes from a speakor has its own quality.
No matter how close it comes in reproducing sound of
living beings or objeots this quality is always the sound
of the projector, the wìres, the tubes and the speakers.
This is its actuality. And i,t can be heard and experienced
as sound, a form of energy.

History. Motion on a non-perspective plane. In which
we infer a struggle for space-form determined by inner
necessities, Movement and countermovement. The step
the eye-brain takes from a surface to a point of l,ight
and to a point of darkness. The whole process of seeing
something in seeing. The process of seeing and perceiving
film. What happens to film as it is exposed to light. Asit is developed. How this becomes a form that is film.
History. Film in its primordial state in which patterns
of light and darkness-planes-are still undivided. Like
the natural order of the universe, an unbroken flow in
which movement and distribution of tension is infinitely
subtle, in which a finite orientation seems impossible.("At last, the first fìlm!": Michael Snow.)

In Serene Velocity the optical and psychological fac-
tors-porsistence of vision/reciprocal tension-that allow
for the movie illusion of motion and space become the
subject of the film itself.

StiU. A pictorial orientation of a surface of light po-
pulated by opaque, semi-opaque and transparent shadows
(light apparitions). Our experience of the film plane
filtered (colored and pullod on) by the film image is
determined by inner human conditioning and development
of perception.
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THE FILMS OF BARRY GERSON

by

Bill Simon

to the mask, the image wavers between one with four
iattrer tlat bands Gky,-ocoan, sand, board) and one with

elucidates a theoretical construct'
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A STATEMENT BY BARRY GERSON

If, for example, there existed, say, th'irty layers of
realities and we perceived only three or ten or twenty
nine they would be illusions of reality because we would
not be seeing all thirty. One reality relates to another
in the sense that they are parallel. Film is a medium
which presented the illusíon of ímages-for an image is
an illusion-images of things seen in Fílm Time.I see specific shapes as emitting a particular kind of
energy-just as the pyramid form concentrates cosmic
energy-certain shapes placed on film, through the
magic of light, in given specific relationsh,ip to other
specific shapes, create forms which have a very definite
energy field and affect us in very subtle ways. These
shapes are created through light, motion, color, time,
as relating to the overall shape of the screen-i.e,, a
rectangle. Therefore, the shapes operating within the
rectangle must work with that shape, i.e. a now form is
created by the relationship between the sôreen rectangle
in combination with the shapes within the rectangle.

When I look through the camera I am applying an
enormous amount of concentration and it is through this
concentration that a state of high is ¡eached, not unsimi-
lar to a state of meditation in which alpha waves are pre-
dominant. I say, not unsimilar, because a high degree of
psychic energy is in operation, brought about by the con-
centration involved in looking into the camera, with
its rectangular framing, and developed, or heightened,
compositional awareness.I feel a strong sense of communication between my
being and the objects and elements which I film. These
objects and elements are alive-I feel their energy-
whether rthey are created by man or nature, they live by
virtue of their chemical and energy relationships which
are further determined by their shapes. It is a m'onumental
task to place one object next to another-to place one
image next to another. What subtle energy is being ge-
nerated and could be liberated by such a placement!
What fragile beauty is perceived when constantly faced
with the unknown. The world is a mysterious ,place.

My films, as objects, have a life of their own once
they leave my hands and it becomes an increasingly
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strange experience, as time passes, to see these films and
kknow that they contain a part of me which I have will-
ingly given up. So I am dying a little bit with the creation
of each film, I am dying a joyously slow death filled with
the wonder of what I see.

I would like to stress at the outset what not to expert
from my films. They do not come out of an aesthètic
based in literature nor any other verbal form-therefore
there is no intended symbolism or metaphor. Symbols
imply a subject-there is no subject in my films. Sym-
bols ultimately give way to word images-they stand
out-my images contain forms which are ultimately
equal to one ano,ther. One part of the image is no more
important than ano,ther part-the forms operate together

-what is occurring on the left edge of the screen lives
because of what occurs on the right edge, top edge, mid-
dle, etc. I am concerned with the beauty of mystery,
m.agical happenings, chance occurences, relationships be-
tween objects and elements and how these qualities are
revealed through a concern for the formal aspects of
cinema,

Light is the revealer and the projector is the magic
lantern that gives life to film forms, The pyramidal shape
of the projection light shapes the energy flow and what
shapes appear on the rectangular screen either work with
or against that energy flow-for the screen is the base of
that pyramid and we-sitting under it are affected by its
power,

I have briefly touched on several of my many concerns
in film and life, for my work is an integral part of my life,
and I would Iike to clarify more fully some of these con-
cerns-but in order to do so, it is necessary first to discuss
the concept of symbolism as being in opposition to my
general aesthetic. I offer as an example-a rose-the
time worn symbol of beauty. It has become accepted as
such because of repeated use of the rose in literature,
painting, etc. within a given frame ol reference which al-
lows it to operate as a symbol. So, we are confronted with
the rose as a subject. By this I mean that if, for example,
a rose is seen in a prominent position in a picture, it is
prominent because of the frame of reference, and since
there is agreement among viowers, derived from their past
associations with the rose in literature, etc., it will auto-
matically be construed to stand as a symbol for beauty.
But, if a red rose is used in a picture in which there are
other objects and elements of the color red, and if i,t is
not placed in a conspicuous position-we then are faced
with a very different frame of reference. It is no longer a
rose, but has become simply another red form opeiating
with other red forms and it is perceived as a field of red



of the Surrealist tradition-but from tha't small wing of

we perceive it as being the only reality'
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KEN JACOB'S, ''TOM, TOM,
THE PIPER'S SON..

by

Lois Mendelson and Bill Simon
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original, Jacobs ts him in film.
Anã in so doing, e on the nature
of film. He has ls with several
major esthetic problems and preoccupations.

itr" tgOS Tom, Tom is both a representational and a
narrative film. It dePicts
people, places, and objec
tells a storY which we
Jacobs' Tom, Tom is qu.it
jects the ns, theY fre-
quently varying de-
gr""r ót both to the
óußide saPPears. A
human body becomes patterns of lines, forms, and light
and dark. Thus, Jacobs' film constantly oscillates between
two kinds of images-the completely representational
and the completely abstract, with all the varying grada-
tions between representational and abstract also included.

In addition, there is a constant osoillation between nar-
rative and abstract images. As long as enough of the ori-
ginal images is shown, the actions of the original film
ãre recognizable. The audience can react to what is being
seen in terms of actions, of a narrative. On the other
hand, when Jacobs photographs a smaller par't of the
original film or otherwise distorts the image, the audience
can no longer react in terms of actions.

Two ,points become clear in Jacob's treatment of this
problem. The first is the degree to which representa'tion
ãnd narrative are inextricable. The reaction in terms of
narrative, of following actions, depends on representation,
on the recognizability of people and what they are doing,
on the existence of a cer'tain kind of space in which
actions can happen.

The second point that is very clearly elucidated by
Jacobs is that these two modes of art elicit different
kinds of experience. As long as the images are repre-
sentational and narrative, we are following the film in
terms of actions, with interest in and attention to these
actions. When the images are abstract, a very different
response is called forth. Vy'e must adapt a much more
contemplative attitude and see the film largely in terms
of the interaction of form, line, light, movement. Jacobs

in these two ex-
een the two Poles

with ano'ther ele-
is concerned with

exposing, through the systematic reduction of images,
thè twJmajor illusions upon which the filmic image de-
pends.

The first illusion concerns light. Because he photo-

of reduction.
The second illusion that is revealed i¡ Tom, Tom is

the illusion of movement. By using the freeze frame tech-

fact of the frozen frame by insisting at once on the lack
of movement in the frozen frame and on the presence
of movement, albeit illusory movement, because of the
movrng camera.

ln Tom, Tom, Jacobs presents a'brilliant lesson in per-
ception and perception-training. He shows us what to
look for in thè 1 905 version of T om' T om. He selects for
us those aspects of the film intriguing to him by isolating
and magnifying details, by distending important moments.
Those elements towards which he directs our concentra-
tion-formal elements for the most part-tend to draw

When he projects
of his reworking

iewing it with our
he is heightening
ust learned about

visual perception.
But iacobs' film is not only about what to look at in

an esthetic experience.
It is clear lthat Jacobs does not expect the viewer to

ption-training.
d he demands,
level of diffi-
viewer varies
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Peter Kubelka,MOSAIK IM VERTRAUEN



THE FILMS OF PETER KUBELKA

by

Elena Pinto Simon

sound, rhythm, and structure. The experience of Kubel-
ka's films is both a highly sensuous interaction with
these elements, purified and intensified as they have never
been before, and an intellectual recognition of the nature
of these elements. The films, in their radical simplicity
and in their density, pose a challenge to our perception,
raising questions that can be gradually resolved only
after multiple viewings and, in some cases, by an examina-
tion of the filmstrip itself.

Kubelka's first film was Mosaik im Vertrauen (1954-
55: 161,4. min.). An embryonic film in many ways, it
nonetheless is a sophisticated work which contains some
or most of the basic concerns to recur throughout the
works: repeti dark contrasts
(most evident Film Archives'
print) the int imPortance of
the single sh similar to the
freeze frame; that is, a hold, which later erupts into
movement. (Shots of a man with a cigar which suddenly
"come to life" are one such example.)

The primary process of abstraction in Mosaíc involves
the disintegration of the narrative form. For while Mosaíc
suggests a story film, or a film with several stories, the
extreme disjunctiveness of the fil'm negates a narrative
response. Sequences are never developed or completed;
Kubelka jumps from "story" to "story", eliminating the
sequence-to-sequence events normal to the narrative film.
He also cuts in various kinds of materials unrelated to
the story in any strictly narrative sense (newsreel footage,
a pirtball game, etc.).

The emphasis in the film, then, is on the shot-to-shot
event. Disjunctiveness and discontinuity are keynotes. The
relationship of one shot to another and of the shots to
the similarly disjunctive and discontinuous sounds is the
prime source
filmic montag
case, based lar
in movement,
is redefined i
complexities.

Mosaic's soundtrack is highly complex. It is a collage
of different ,textures and tones of sounds-abstracted,

the huge industrial icon becomes reduced (figuratively)
to a toy train. The soundtrack is at times synchronous' at
times áisjunctive throughout the film-and here, as in
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Peter Kubelka is a major figure in the contemporary

European in the group, belongs to the especially abstract
and Minimalist side of this multifaceted movement.

His experiments in reduction, with an aim towards
definition of the medium, are relatable to similar preoc-
cupations of n Painters-with
Kubelka most hasis on the Pro-
perties of the and with viewer
èonfrontation works are more
pertinen School in earlY 20th-
century erg and Vy'ebern) for
both em on brief, concen'trated
forms.

f the montage esthetic
ative film. In addition,
ve attempt to date to
n in cinema.
aker,concerned, above

all, with defining the nature of his medium, and the
experience of it. The process of reduction, b,asic to his

"n^tir" o".tur", is a process undertaken in order to both
delimit the bare essentials of the medium and to create
a filmic experience out of these bare essentials-light,



the later works, 'the sound/image conflict is at the heart
of Kubelka's esthetic.

throughout, the repeated use of a fragment of a tune
playeã over and over, and the visual repetitions and
ierialization. Shot length are shortened radically, forming
a kind of trans'ition between rthe shorts r:f Mosaic and the
rapid

In most elusive of Kubelka's
films hose Process and structure
one should be able to grasp as it is viewed, unlike Schwe'
chater wlnich at a first viewing seems to work sublimi-

at.
on

nd
in

silhouette. Images of people become almost abstracted,
moving and frozen shapes and forms. These forms and
movements are repeated although never exactly in the
same way, or in successive moments in time. The image
is extremely flat, on the surface of the screen, with little
or no illusory depth, especially interesting for a darlce
film.

With Schwechater (1957-58) Kubelka moves more
explicitly towards stressing the frame-to-frame event,
bringing the Eisensteinian concept of the shot-to-shot
colliiioã of elements almost to its fullest point of devel-
opment. The "shots" in Schwechater àÍe only frames
lóng, and sometimes only a single frame long. Originally
intendod as a beer somrmeroial, rejeoted by rilts sponsors,

Schwechater contains, in mature form, all of the major
Kubelka strategies. The film runs 60 seconds.

Schwechater is in black and white with twelve color
incidents and moves towards two points of intensification'
The twelve color sections are generally much more active

is a very active section. The film then returns, to its
original progression until the extraordinary visual bom-
bartment at the end of the film (the last 128 frames

-four seconds before the Schwechater sign a,ppears).
To aid in perceiving the bornbardment, Kubelka intro-

duces the color incidents by tinting the black leader
that precedes them with rod. This forms a kind of visual
"set-up" for the extremely rapid, active red sections that
follow. As the film progresses, the red-tinted lead-ins
are cut back.

Viewing Schwechater is an exciting visual experience,
an experience that domands a kind of viewer confronta'
tion with the filmic object, and a constant bringing to
consciousness of the process of perception-to the point
of becoming a kind of tantalizíng game for the eye. The
images-black, white, and red-are all high contrast, cleàr
colors, and the sensuality of the surface is almost over'
whelming.

Through to Rainer, Kube'lka
gradual reduction of narrative, i
Rainer, Kubelka turns to an ult
source of his esthetic: a beam of light filtered through
clear and darkened leader. It is in the Rainer film that
the collision of the four basic elements of cinema-light,
absence of light, sound, and silence are fully explored,
bringing the implications of the montage esthetic full
circÈ tã its moit radical conclusion. In this work, all
stress is on the frame-to-frame event. The result is more
than collision: it is truly explosive, and Rainer remains a
his,toric visual/aural moment: the liberation of sound and
image; the dynamie intensive bombardment of the senses.
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CINEMATIC ARTICULATION :

PETER KUBBLKA IN
CONVERSATION WITH
JONAS MEKAS

mankind now is that of a very young child. For exarnple,
it just begins to be articulate. These are the first stages
where it's articulate. Itls beginning to have a memory.

the African film)-I play with the emotions and try to
tear 'the emotions loose from the people, so that they
would gain distance to their emotions, to their own
feelings. This is one of my main tasks: to get distance
to the whole existence, to see . . . I have a lot of distance.
I always had it, and I trave too much, so I feel very lonely
and I want to communicate. You see, you have this whole
range of emotions and these mechanisms, how the emo-
tions are created. When you see certain images or hear
certain sounds you have certain emotions. So I must
always cry when I see moving scenes, when I see the
hero getting the first prize for the biggest round and
they play the national anthem I have to cry
or when óhey bury somebody, I have bo cry. A,t the same
time I am angry at myself because I know that it's just
the emotional mechanism. So, with the African film, I
do a lot of this, I trigger a lot of those mechanisms at the
same time and create a lot of-at the same time-comic
feelings, sad feelings . . .

JONAS: Like the lion's death scene, when they are
dragging him up on the truck-I think this is one of the
saddest scenes I have ever seen. Or death of the giraffe

-they are both very sad. They are pulling up this poor
<lead lion, and it's difficult to pull him up, it is a very
sad shot. And the giraffe dies, falling on his side, and
we hear this laugh, like sides splitting frorn laughing, I'm
dying . . . these multi-level feelings. . .

KUBELKA: This is achieved through the perfect syn-
chronization of the music, did you notice that?

JONAS: Yes.

this is one.
KUBELKA: Did you hear the music? When the lion

looks at the camera, the music says (he sings): "You
look at me, and I watch thee . . ."-this comes together,
then. And this brings another thing I want to state,
and that is, that I try continuously to be more articulate
with film. This brings up the question of economy.

JONAS MEKAS: Should we concentrate specifically
on your latest film, (Jnsere Alrikareise, or should we also
talk about the European avantgarde?

PETER KUBELkA: No, I can not talk about the Eu-
ropean film avantgarde at all because there is nothing
thère that I respect. When you transcribe this interview,
you should stale, that nothing that I say has anything
lo do with my films. I have, I feel a very great need to
communicate.' I work hundreds and hundreds of hours

my films. Everything else is irrelevant.
JONAS: You mean, there is nothing that we can say

about (Jnsere Af rikareise at all?
I(UBELKA: Yes, we can talk' There are certain things

that could be said. For instance: What I had in mind,
willn (Jnsere Alrikareise, was to leave a document for the
future generations, ver . . .

I thought this is a e'm like
a poe-. Of course t this is
document too. My genera-
tions. There is nothing that has to be said with it. It
just can't be said.

JONAS: It is interesting that Andy Warhol, too,
considers his films-even films like Sleep-as documents
for the future generations. Once he said to me: Wouldn't
it be great today to have, films made in the year 1266-a
film of a man's shoulder, for instance, or his ass, to see
how differently people looked seven hundred years ago.

KUBELKA: Did he say that? Yes. It's true.
Then there is a second thing that I would like to say'

I work for this living generation. I want to hel,p in
aging mankind, to get it away from the stone age. Make
if adutt. I feel the mankind is still a very young child-if
you can make such a comparison. I feel that the age of
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meeting of every frame with the sound is very important'
That means, you must have the same economy with
sound as you have with the image.

JONAS: Let us suppose' one reasons this way: If we

you don't want to waste a single frame?

So,me people say: Cinema is Movement; some
others say': Cjnema is Light. Do you have anything to
say on the "essence" of cinema?
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do such a thing. And then-sound. The meeting of sound
and image. Aãd we come to this problem: where does
film becóme articulate? When does a language become
articulate? Language becomes articulation when you put
one word and another word. One word alone is one word
alone, two words, it's
words is Your articul
you p between one a
ween then there is
ween one and three, but two is in between'

JONAS: For Eisenstein it was a collision, to you
it's , . .?

KUBELKA: Yes, it can be a collision' Or it could

you can work with everY frame.



. Like, for example, the zebra
ce ¡vho says
a litrle bite.
was during
and it was

KUBELKA: But the¡e are many hundreds of suchthings. I neve¡ wanr ù ;;ñ ;'ffiöï"""e, or a sad

moon, and then you hear
knowing German professore Erde,', ,.The Eaith.,, But

JONAS: f see. That ptace¡.:ylry,ii"* in the proper
i::tatt"t¡* Even un'sere z¡,ikoriiä is'ä srone age

yes. I try
the stone

s f should
repetition.

y first one. Everything

essential point for me: Ido. I look thousands ofgive to myself these very
these minutes very much.nfial pleasure just in the
-I heard this expression
that's phantastic, in En_
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glish. H,it the screen---this is real'ly what the frames do.
The projeoted frames hit the scrêen. For example, when
you lot the projector run empty, you hear the rhythm.
There is a basic rhythm in cinema. I think very few
film-makers-if there ever was one, I don't know-
have departed making films from this feeling of the basic
rhythm, these 24 impulses on thê screen-brrhumrn-it's
a very metric rhythm. I thought, the other day, that I
àm the only one who ever made metric filrns, with
motric elements. These th¡ee films Adebar, Schwechater,
and Rainer are met¡ic films. You know what I mean by
metric? It's the German expressiôn "Metrisches System,"
The classic music, for instance, has whole notes, and
tlralf notes, and three-quarter notes. Not frames as notes,
but the time sections that I have in my films. I mean, I
have no seventeenths, and no thirteenths, but I have
sixteen frames, and eight frames, and four frames, and
six fnames-it's a metric rhythm. For exarnple, people
always feel that my films are very even and have no
edges, and do not break apart, and are equally heavy at
the beginning and at the end. This is because the harmony
spreads out of the unit of the frame, of the 1l24th of
the second, and I depant terra, then. It's black and grey
and burned. And then, they shoot the zebra for the
sixth time, because zebras don',t die, you have to shoot
them many times, because they have such a hard life,
you see. And then she (zebra) says: "Auu . ." And
the man says: "Aufstehen!"-"get upl"-and this is a
reminiscence of 'the Bible, I often have such refer-
ences . . .

JONAS: Lazarts?
KUBELKA: Yes. It's exactly that. I have something

like that in my firs't film also. The voice says: "Steh
auf und geh!" meaning: "rise and walk". And then he
says something about Jesus, he says: . . . "Ich bin auch nur
ein Beamter . . ." which means "I am also nothing but
an employee". I don't know, it's very diffricu'lt to talk
about that, but it has to do with my childhood, my
Bible reading, and Jesus, what he did, and so on, and I
always imagined him as an employee of his
Father, and so he says so in this film. Also, in the
African film, there are some things that relate to the
Bible in image and meaning. One is this "Aufstehen".

JONAS: The brown, clay color of the film-was
this the color of the actual footage, or did you do
something to it?

KUBELKA: Yes. f wanted a sort of a monochromy
through the whole thing. Sometirnes I break it up. I
make this very yellow grass whèn you see the Negroes
walk, where the Negroes walk . . .
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JONAS: Yes, that beautiful yellow. You made it that
way?

KUBELKA: Yes. This is like another world, then.
In my films there are moments when everything s,tands
still. This is a very important thing for me. This is in
all of my films. Some films as a whole are like that.
These are moments of escape, from the burden of
existence, so to say-moments where you are not human,
nor something else-not an angel or something, but just
OUT, out of it, and when nothing happens, and nothing
leads to this, and this leads to nothing, and there is no
tension, and so on. This is the scene in the African film
where just the Negroes walk. First, you have the Negroes
walk and you have the Austrians laughing, producing this
incredible laughter, and the Negroes don't notice them,
they just walk and walk in this yellow grass. And then,
overpowered, or something by this ttring, the laughter
ceases and then you hear nothing anymore, just a few
birds quacking . . and the Negroes continue walking,
and then it's silent and they walk on and walk, one from
the left, one from the right----so this is one of those
moments. You remember that?

JONAS: Yes.
KUBELKA: It has no reason-you understand. It

does nothing for the story, it doesn't say anything, I
can not say what I really mean with that, but these
moments are the biggest achievements for me-these are
the moments which fascinate me always when I watch
the films. In my first film the moment is a love scene
where this rather heavy guy with a cigar, says: "Du
wirst mir schon noch verfallen" "you'll fall for me",
and the girl watches him. And then, later in the film, you
see them again, and the voice says: "Verfallen!" And
then there is ano'ther shot, and he says again: "Ver-
fallen!" The other such moment is where this manne-
qr¡iin turns around and this fabman cornes .in and they
watch each other. And, for example, on this I can't
speak at all, but these moments you can only create
when you have this huge thing around them. Bu't, for
example, films such as Schwechater, aÍe such moments
as a whole. When you watch the Schwechater,I mean, it
has absolutely no classical tension that goes up and
down. Then, it doesn't say anything, it says nothing

-because what you see are people drinking beer, or
something like that-but, really, what is the Schwechater
film? You don't know. And yet, it fills you very much.
Since I work on my films for such a long ti'me, I always
make my films sort of . . . how do you say "Geruest"?
the thing that holds the house maybe "skeleton"

-something on which I can hang onto something



sustaining and life keeping. The Rainer is very much
like that. Oh, it was fantastic in Los Angeles' you should
have seen this, really. Because they had very powerful
loudspeakers.

JONAS: Was this at the Cinema Theater?
KUBBLKA: Yes. Thpy had a screen as large as a

house, and they had these powerful loudspeakers. The
sound was like Niagara Falls, so loud-incredible, it was
fantastic-and the lights, so strong-this was really the
event that I wanted it to be. And with this element . . .

Here it comes, this fascination of sound and light . ' .

And to have this element and then to be able to create a

cerned with these forms. .j
JONAS: When I was watchin! the Raíner film, I

closed my eyes, with
my eyes'closed, and
th¡ouàh the eyel film
is the only film You¡
eyes closed. :
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George Lanilow, REMEDIAL READING COMPREHENS/ON



THE FILMS OF GEORGE LANDOW

by

P. Adams Sitney

Dutch Master Cigars. A luscious green scratch stood
across the splice in the loop, which gave it a particular
tonality during that single performance, since only that
identified the cycling of the loop, and contrasted wi'th
the red overtone of the image,

When the loop, minus the commercial, was printed to
become FiIm in which, etc., Landow instructed 'the labo-
ratory not to clean the dirt from the film but to make
a clean splice that would hide the repetitions. The resul-
tant film, a found object extended to a simple structure,
is the essence of a minimal cinema. The girl's face is
static; perhaps a blink is glimpsed; the sprocket holes
do not move but waver slightly as the system of edge
lettering flashes around them. Deep into the film, the
dirt begins ,to form time patterns, and the film ends.

There is a two-screen version of this film, projected
with no line separating the two panels and with the right
images reversed so that a synthetic girl, with two left
hanã sides of her face, is evoked between the two girl
panels.

Bardo Follíes (1966), Landow's most sophisticated
film, describes a kind of meditation analogous to the

film image in the circles begins to burn, creating a
moldy, wavering, orange-dominated mass. Eventually'
the entire screen fills with one burning frame, which
disintegrates in slow motion in an extremely grainy soft
focus. Another frame burns; the whole screen th¡obs
with metrting celluloid. Probably, this was created by
several geneiations of photography off the screen-its
effect iJ to make the icreen itself seem to throb and
smolder. The tension
thoughout this. section
seems to die. Afetr a lo
of air bubbles in water
colored filters, a different cofor on each side of the
screen. Through changes of focus the bubbles lose shape
and dissolve into one another and the four filters switch.
Finally, some forty minutes after the first loop, the
screen goes white. The film ends.

Structurally, we have the gradual abstraction of an
image (originally emphasized
through burning and slow-moti
screen. The final images of air

The most devout of the structural film-makers is
Geor (1963),
is a gh not
quite at the
cente boobs
reciting "Around the world in eighty minutes," jump-cuts
of a TV newscaster, and image upon image of a staring
face, sometimes full-screen, sometimes the butt of a
dollying camera, superimposed upon itself, sometimes
sptit into four images (unsplit 8mm photography, in
which two sets of two consecutive images appear in the
16mm frame) televisions, mirrored televisions, and super-
imposed have seen
tht film structural
principle called the
prelude. of related
Images.

The sensibility that created Fleming Faloon, a film-
ttlaker tlr¡t'e than any other non-aninator devoted to the
flat-screen cinema, the moving-rain painting, is the
primary force in the structural film. Perhaps he actually
invented it when he made Film ín which there apPear
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extensions of the process of abstraction, The entire opus
is open to the interpretation suggested by the title, of the
pursuit of the pure light from the "follies" of daily life.
The viewer comes to see not the images of the earth,
the girl on her flotilla, but the colo¡s and tones of the
light itself in a chain ofpurification.

In his latest work, The Film that Rises to the Surface
of Clarífied Butter (1968), Landow extends the structural
principle of the loop into a cycle of visions, Ifere, we
iee, in black and white,, the head of a working animator;
he draws a line, makes a body; then he animates a gro-
tesque hurnanoid shape. In negative, a girl points to the
drawing and taps on i! with a pencil. This sequence of
shots-the back of the ãnimator, the animation, the nega-
tive girl looking at it-occurs three times, but not with
exactitude, since theie is sometimes more negative
material in one cycle than in another' Next, we see
(another ?) animator, this time from the front; he is
creating a similar monster; he animates it. Again we see
him from the front; again he animates it. Such is the
action of the film. A wailing sound out of Tibet accom-
panies the whole film. The title as well is Eastern: Lan-
ãow read about "the film that rises to the surface of
clarified butter" in the U panishads.

The explicit ontology of the film, based on the
distinction between graphic (the monsters), two-dimen-
sional modality and photogra,phic naturalism (the ani-
mators, even the pen resting beside the monsters as they
move in movie illusion), as a metaphor for the relation
of film itself (a two-dimensional field of illusion) and
actuality, is a classic perception implicit since the begin-
ning of animation and explicit countless times before.
Yel what film has been built solely about this meta-
phor? No other that I oan rocall. Landow's genius is no't
his intellectual approach (even though he would be
among untry),
which i uncing
and lo visual
interest appear

partícles, etc.), a
a ridiculous image
llusion (Film that
r). His runarkable

faculty is as maker of images; for the simple found
objects (FiIm ín which; beginning of Bardo Follies) he
uses and the images he photographs are among the most
radical, superreal, and haunting images the cinema has
ever given us.
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NOTES ON ''REMEDIAL READING
COMPREHENSION" AND "WHAT'S
WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE? ..

by

George Landow

Remedìal Readíng Compréhension: The important
thing to see is that the film contains visual metaphors.
The first image is ã female head, horizontal and more
or less suggestive of three-dirnensional space. The next
to last image is the same head which becomes a white
silhouette in a shallow white (not black) space' Compare
the two grains of rice-whole grain (brown) and pro'
cossed (wnLite). The white rice grain has lost its "essence"
(the germ), just as the silhouette has lost its three dimen-
sionality. One thing this suggests is the process of
removing substance, which is done to food, art, environ-
ment, religion, etc, An art that becomes personal removes
some of the substance .to get a "purer" product. The

. film-m'aker hirnself appears in the film, yet he tells us it

is about us and "not about its maker." Certain images-
the rice, "Mâdge's" friend-are impersonal. They might
be imagés from TV Commercials or industrial promo-
tional films. There is a relationship between the personal
and non-personal irnages which is rougtrly the same as
the relationship between the first i,mage and the next-
to-last irnage. Before ,the female becomes a srilhoueùte
there is a tiansition period in which a struggle seems to
take place between the th¡ee dimensional form and the
flat one. The rhythm of the sound ,track is the rhythm
of his alteration. When the struggle is over, the th¡ee
dimensional form disappears and a neïv rhythm is
heard--¡the rhythm of the abstract syrnbols-words-
which have been moving across the field of struggle.

Ilhat's Wrong Wíth Thís Pìcture? at present consists
of: Part 1: An exercise in combining a documented
segment of a real occurrence with structural elements.
The film becomes a study of speech patterns. There is,
on several levels, a play on the difference between film
mechanics and video electronics. Part 2; An exercise in 1)
malcing a facsimile of a 1930's Coronet instructional
film entlited Are You A Good Citizen? and 2) combining
it with structural elements. It was made as close to the
original as possible, using the original soundtrack dia-
logue which was re-synched and slightly edited. Stills
from the original film were used to determine the com-
position of each shot. The printing techniques used
produce the illusion:of reverse figure-ground relation-
ships-i.e. the background appears to be closer than
the figures.
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Ionas Mekas, REMINISCENCES OF A IOURNEY TO LITHUANIA



THB ''REMINISCENCES" OF JONAS
MEKAS: THE FILM-MAKER AS POET

by

Rimydas Silbajoris

There are words which tend to lose their sharp out-
lines of rneaning over the years, because the flow of
time and events rubs them smooth and easy on the
tongue, makes them abstract and synonymous with
others, Iike so many pebbles in a riverbed' Such a word
for us Balts is "exile." We left our homes a long time
ago; but now, as we sit in our pleasant houses and look
at the green grass, what is an exile, a refugee, an immi-
grant, an émigré? Are we now like the East Asians
driven from Uganda, or like the children of Bangla Desh,
or perhaps like the Vietnamese, straggling across moon-
soapes made by man? With us, the word "exile" has
become a habit of speech, a distant cousin to the reali'ty
of experience which was imposed on us once and a pale
memory of which we still possess, What remains real is
a sense of loss and a yearning to fìll a vague emptiness
in the heart. To the extent that the present moment fails
to appease this gnawing anguish, we tend to turn back
to our past, searching for a remembrance to call our
own. Surprinsingly, at times the feeling of having truly
been at home comes to us with the memory of places
which were then already on the trek of exile, already
foreign when we lived in them. Indeed, it seems at times
that memory itself is our only home.

Our exiled poets, however, generally disdain all half-
way houses and insist on singing of the native land alone,
as if forgetting that Jerusalem is but a city of the mind'
Only occasionally do we have someone like Jonas Mekas
who, in his recent book called "Reminiscences," speaks
of the early postwar years in Germany with a warmth
of feeling and a loyalty to past emotions which we do
not find in any other Lithuanían poet who cares to
remember Germany at all in his works.

But, then, Mekas himself has always been a rather
special individuat combining in his mind, as parts
of a necessary poetic harmony, things that most

people saw as either opposites or irrelevancies. When
he did live in Germany, in DP (Displaced Person) camps,
after the war, he belonged ,to a small group of young
rebels who refused to fit the prescribed pattern of tradi-
tional romantic patriotism and preferred instead to look
around them \ilith an intellectual curiosity free of anger
and sorrow, open to new, experimental, sometimes down-
right irreverent ideas in the arts. And yet, no one has
paid homage to the native land, now lost, with such
humble devotion as Mekas did in his cycle of poems
entitled "The Idyls of Semeniõkiai," published in 1947.
The book was particulary successful in conveying a
sense of place, of vivid material detail, as if Mekas had
taken each piece of his native village, native soil into
his hands, made it live by the force of his love and then
put it back into the landsoape, now iridescent with poetic
beauty. It seemed as if this book, concentrating on one
moment in time past, provided the necessary counter-
point to Mekas' adventures among new intellectual
horizons.

Having arrived in th,is country, Mekas soon became
very different indeed from everyone else among his fel-
low exile-refugees, particularly the bourgeois and the
intellectuals. When we were saving money to go to
college to become dootors and professors, he bought
himself a film camera and airned it, like a weapon'
against the whole Hollywood movie industry. His war
cry was a magazine called Film Culture, his soldiers-
ar,tists, pseudoartists, movie critics, and Greenwich
Village'types (some of whom, like Andy Warhol, have
since acquired fame in their own right). Having produced
a number of iconoclastic films, he became a concept
and received a narne ,that had no,thing at all to do with
the little world of Lithuanian exiles-they called him
"the granddaddy of the underground cinema." As all
tn'is was going on, Mekas, according to his own testi-
mony, still enjoyed dancing barefoot on his hotel room
floor, as if he were a peasant boy, splashing in the rain,
in this native village of Semeniðkiai.

These activities had their own counterpoint-a private
place inside the heart from which emerged his books
of poems in Lithuanian: "The Talk of Flowers" in 1961,
"Word Apart" ln 1967, and, in 1972, "Reminiscences'"'Ihis last book, our topic, consists of images recalled
from the past, depicting a marginal existence outside
the march of history. Leftovers from the war, the DP's,
walk across the ruined German countryside, watch the
children play, or sit in burned-out railroad stations late
into the night. Their lives alternate between movement
and stillness, alienation and intimacy, peaceful hours
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in the sun, and a troubled, vague yearning, the call of
the distance, as if there were a home somewhere beyond
each new horizon, There are meetings and separations,
a spark of love, a touch of death. The basic things in life
remain the same as always, and it seems normal, some-
how, to be a Displaced Person. Indeed, after memory
has cleared the ashes of time, the lives we see there
sugggest a kind of home'

tÑs is the surface texture of the book. Its simplicity
deceives the eye and even, to some extent, the heart,
because all these vignettes of a vágabond life in Ger-

dynamic principle of movement on the one hand and
a meditative, inward-looking principle of stillness on the
other. We tend to recall that such opposites charaoter'ize
Mekas' own life and personality and see that the book
is not so much a remembrance of things and places that
once surrounded the poet, but rather a self-portrait of his
own soul, perhaps more harmonious and perfect than
Mekas feels himself to be. The harmony of his art
conceals and transforms his human tensions, the pain
of exile, so well thart sometimes it takes close reading
to perceive the hidden sorrow underneath.

Mekas' approach to form is unconventional in that old
and faded photographs from DP life in Germany are
included as integral parts of the text. It is not a matter
of illustration but rather of correspondences' As we
leaf through the pages, for insistance, we may read a
passage about streetcars and cobblestone streets, and
somewhere nearby there will also be a picture of a
Germ'an street with cobblestones and a streetcar, Or
again, Mekas in one place describes how he used to
pull carts with firewood; soon af,ter we actually see hirn
pulling such a cart, dressed in baggy pants and the
typical DP jacket, kindly provided for us at that time
by the Canadian forestry service. These pictures echo
the next not always immediately, like an illustration
might, but often across a few pages, with other word-
images and pictures intervening, so that the effect pro-
duced is more like that of a refrain, repeated a't the
end of each stanza in a conventional poem. The repe-
tition is incomplete because the preceding passage has
left a trace in our mind which modifies the meaning
of the refrain. Mekas, however, has gone one step further
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and provides the partial recurrence of image in another
m,ed,ium. The disrtance in medium and'thougtrlt then gives
depth, additional implioations, to the repeated poetic
statement. The pages of ,the book are no,t numbered,
and therefore there is no s'trict formal measurement
available, as there would be in regular stanzas of a
poem. This allows for a softness of outline, an indef-
initeness of mental impression which ,transla;tes itsslf
emotionally into a certain vague dreaminess of mood.
This, in turn, is echoed in the faded, somewhat blurred
quality of the photographs themselves.

The pictures complement the text also in its balance
between dynamic and static moments. The narration
alternates between journey and rest, and the pictures
repeat this alternation: in some of them we see people
in trains, on trucks, or walking along a field of flowers,
and rin o,thers-little groups temponarily settled in some
corner, or resting against a landscape. Again, these
alternations are not exaot-they produce the feeling
of a rhythm,ic pattern only in their totality, in an ovèr-
view from a certain mental distance, where they have
already partially blended into one another, simulta-
neously asserting and obscu¡ing the identity of each
separate irnage. One may say that the rhythm we feel
is not mechanical, but organic, growing, developing
and fad,ing, just like memories do within ,the m,ind,

This subtle coordination between written text and
photographs recalls the fact that in the United States
Mekas has been working with film. The experiences
and values of the film technique seem to have retro-
actively entered into his past, or, more exactly, his
memory of it, so that the book, as portrait of the artist's
soul, includes the present, dynamic moment as much
as it does the finished, static past.

Even though the pictures and text must be taken
together in order to perceive the artistic integrity of
the book, one's attention gradually centers upon the
verse itself as the medium which ultimately carries the
impact of the whole work. The verse section seems at
first glance rather diffuse and almost prosaic, because
it lacksthe basic formal devices still dominant in Lituha-
nian poetry, namely rhyme, syllabo-tonic stress alter-
nations, and striot stanzaic structures. Moreover, the
language itself is not elevated in style, nor is it richly
metaphorioal or symbolic in the conventional sense. A
close reading, however, reveals the same balanced pat-
tern of the dynamic and static principles as can be seen
in the relationship between the verse and the photo-
graphs. There is an underlying verbal strearn which



With weary eyes closing, and not feeling
úi;" aní üitb*" hãavv, rurnbling roads' and
in exhaustion
*" p"tit"¿ alhead tha't summer' on toward

and blasted highwaYs'
bomb craters in lthe fields, the deep
and black eYes of death-

the lonely, pi,tifu,l rernainders' witnesses,
wJr;-itt"f; -unãerneath the early blossoms of the
Spring.
We oushed so on and on
acrós ¿ismembered cities, piüiful horizons'
of burned-out villages' fields of guns and trucKs'
the cemetefies of steel,
and crcvwds of occuPation armies,
;;tp.d'sentry boxes^, stood around in city squares'
We'pushed ahead,
*rt"-tting how from under piles of bricks' .
from uñderneath 'the ruins, hungry crowds \ryere

gather'ing, ar___ --:ñ;; il.,ät the dust, and clothed in motley prison
garb,
iltñ'n"o¿t so thin, emaoiated, iust like dea'th itself'
arose the \ryiomen and the child¡en'

anger,
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A NOTE ON "REMINISCENCES OF
A JOURNEY TO LITHUANIA"

by

Jonas Mekas

The film consis.ts of th¡ee par'ts. The fir,st pant is made
up of footage I shot with my first,Bolex during rny
first year,s in America, rnostly from 1950-1953. I,t shows
me and my brother Adolfas, how we looked in ûhose
days; miscellaneous footage of immigr'ants in Brooklin,
picnicking, dancing, singing; the streets of Willamsburg.

The socond part was shot in August 1971, in Lithua-
nia. Alrnost ,all of the foo,tage comes f¡om Semeni5kiai,
the village I was born in. You see the old house, my
rnother (born 1887), all the brothers, goofing, celebra.ting
our home-coming; you Bee some of the places \ile used
to know; you see sorne of the field worh, and other
insignifioant details and memories. You don't really see
hcvw Lituanian is ûoday: you see it only through the
memories of a Displaced Person back home for the first
timein twenty-f,ive yerars.

The third pant begins with a parenthesis in Elmshorn,
a suburb of Hamburg, where we spent a year in a forced
labor camp dúring the war. After the parenthesis closes,
we are in Vienna where we see some o'f rny best friends
- Peter Kubelka, Hermann Ni,tsch, Annette Michelson,
Ken Jacobs. You also see 'the M,onastery of Krems-
muenstor, the Stamrndo¡f oase o'f Nitsch, the house
of Wittgenstein, etc. The fi,lm ends with the burning of
the Vienna fruit marke,t, August 1971.

The sound: I talk during much of the fi,lm, reminiscing
about ,this and that. Mostly it's ,abou,t myself, as a
Displaced Pers'on, rny relation rto Home, Memory, Cul-
ture, IJp-rootedness, Childhood. There are a few Lithua-
nian songs sung by all of the Mekas brothers (my brother
Adolfas and his wife, Pola, were q¡i'th me on the
same trip, 'and even¡tua'lly you1rl see Adolfas' view of
the same Journey, shot with his 16mm Bolex, and
Pola's view shot with he¡ 8mm Minolta). f use two
songs sung by the L,ithuanian Folk Ensemble conducted
by P. Tarnosaitis. The Prdft¡des for pi,ano, by K. M.
Ciurlionis, played by V¡rtautas Lanasbergis, are also
used, fn the third part I use Anton Bruckner (Mass
N. 3 in F Minor) and a mad¡igal by Gesualdo (Deller
Conso¡t).

The film is in Ektachrome color, 16mm. It is 82 múnu-
tes long. I am very grateful to Hans Brecht of Nord-
deutscher Rundfunk (Hamburg), ønd Jimmy Vaughan
Films Ltd (London) for the financial assistance in rnak-
ing this film. The first screenirag of the fil,m took place
on February lzth, 1972, on Norddeutscher Rundfunk.
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YVONNE RAINER:''I,IVES
OF PERFORMERS"

by

Annette Michelson

ship. These, while constantly being explicated, in that
idiõm of somewhat manic autoanalysis which charac-
terizes life and love in a therapeutically oriented culture,
are not always clear. John's role is partricularly shadowy,
and Yvonne announces at one point that she is going to
assume his role. Although lìterary texts and cultural
heroes are from time to time quoted and evoked, there
is really one single mode of intellectual discourse which
informi the "action" of this film and its "characters" :

dages, tn which protocols and autoanalytic exchanges are
inv:ested with the high-minded austerity of Sohoesque
life. These ambiguitiei obviously spoke to a small though
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The film is composed of parts, sequences or pleces
which give it the total, compositional asp.ect of a "reci-
tal". A-nd it cannot with any justice be described as an



is echoed or confirmed by the camera's movement, per-
haos the most active and sustained of the entire film'
This movement describes, in a steady series of pans and
tilts, a repeated quadrilateral form, discrete, but steady
and releniless. The sound track is not audible until part
of the way into this sequence, and it is slowly evident
that the d-ialogue is extracted from another, quite dif-
ferent moment of rehearsal. It is as though Rainer is
giving ,instructions (1, 2' 3,4 ' . . the beginning), setting

can isolate shots, for example, in which the total screen
space is framed by a close-up of head and torso with
eitended arms, or by feet, at the bottom right or left of
frame. The range of shot sizes from this end of the spec-
trum to that of long shot is full and complete. And there
would seem to be a sense in which this variety is parti-

t
v
n

of presence, ballon, fullness
that balletic style in general
require the use of the long
dance demands the sPatio-

intensification of its continuity.
The rehearsal ends ("d'issolves") in laughter. A title'

"all at once our attention vanished", provides the transi-
tion to t
variously
formance
sentation
extens,ive

constant introduction of verbal metaphors.)
This title is followed by the second major sequence

of Grand (Jnion Dreams, in which a number of the
film's major strategies are established as originating in
Grancl (Jnion Dreams. We see a succession of eight st'ill

formance is offered. Thus:

In this first photo Epp and James are engaged in
a duet. David ãnd Yvonne have just finished drag-
ging them on the fake grass in a small arc' When
Itre! stand they undulate their upper bodies in uni-
son while passing the red ball back and forth' They
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audience. The recitals and ficlions which have now ac-

ää.pãti"o- Íte images on the screen encapsulate' then'
it'."å ¿r,ti".t pas t tempor"' jiJ *:*it Jíil"Jii:rï;

at another exchange
ch sPells out the terms
nerabilitY. The rather
ShirleY is interruPted

bv Valda's entrance, in her e

.ú"', ,..n a film. The resPonse
vie. Its about all those small
title). and we now witness the tormattzt
another fictional (cliché) situation'-'^väiã", ."plying, "Yãu might describe it that way"'
u"eiiîIå ;;i;;;ìi'h" full arch--etv'pal force.from this par-

liãîrìur tl"tionul "orruántiott 
un¿ recounts'. in an off-

,".""" .""it^1, the three subjectively. co-nditioned' pos-

,äi. ""ir.nt of a domestic triangle which is. "also about
a man who loves u *o-un and õan't leave her when he

iuii, i" love with another woman' I mean he can't seem

ä;;ü.;t his mind." This small drama of urnb1u,ul:l:-"
and guilt iì played as Ìve s anc ùnlr-
[; ñ;;ã-;'' in long shot Pivoting
uiotrl to and from ãach o Y choreo-

;;^phy"*hi"h objectifies ¡ iansle' in
;;i;-" formalization of a And it is

tnî 
-iã.mutlration which introduces a further extenston

ffi ;;;plì;tion of thã ielationships whi-ch have until
ihï ñì;i-ú;n èstablished as the film's fictional core'
äi, ãã* tn"t John is ïntro¿"""¿, and it-is now that John

"rã vãf¿" begin to be involved in the drama developing
between ShirleY and Fernando'"-ï¡rã å^-"ta has been presenting that drama in a very
inti-ut" sort of way, ihiough clõse-ups which examine
i'h;^^ä;;t, ir,. u"¿ ãt ìÀã Ëare chamtr.er'. Yvonne and

3^ni.f"v 
" 
"o-À""t, "He's tired of indecisiveness' She

doesn;t know what to do." I
tion that "she has alwaYs
appears as soon as it
loader with imPlications
emotional ambivalence, is
during which the camera '
uãài"i "t Fernando and Shirley, descending' once agaln'
down those bodies now seP

The chamber in which t
out is, of course' not reall
ing space. The intrusion o
foi examPle) is therefore
of décor endows them wi
tensity of presence: those of a prop'
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FILM AND PERFORMANCE

by

Yvorine Rainer

I used continuous verbal material as early as 1962

of need.
Film and slides now too project the imagery and

content of an elusive story. Slide projections of text
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PAUL SHARITS: STOP TIME

by

Rosalind Krauss

Cries and Whispers is an instance, more intere'stíng as
d pure moyie, as piece ol Hitchcock gone gothic, than
it is as proposition about the pain and solitude ol
human lífe. Except of course that rhere is no such thing
as a pure movíe.

Michael Wood, "Seeing
Bergman," The New Yorlc

Revíew of Books, March 8, 1973.

If the notion of purity is used as part of the grammar
of essences, how would one go about isolating the pure
film, the film as such? Where would one look to discover
film itself? Would one turn to the physical supports of
the image: to the celluloid strip with its fragile emulsion,
or to the plane onto which the image is projected? Or
would one argue that the inrages on the strip are still
only film in þotentia-that film itself is tied to the
phenomenology of projection: to the beam of light
which is the agent of the image's visibility as film, to
the revolving action of the shutter which pits the reality
of intermittent projection, as the gate opens, closes, and
opens again on each separate frame, against the jllusion
of continuous motion? We tend to tn'ink of purity as
a function of simples, as part of a process of reduction.
Whereas, it may be only a relatively complex object
that can reveal the totally synthetic nature of the expe
ience of film.

Filmstrip, Soundstríp, a film which Paul Sharits exhib-
ited last December at the Bykert Gallery, is an object of
gieat complexity whose goal is to make available, at any
one moment of one's experience of it, the parameters of
that synthesis.

Filmslrip is a composite of four loops of film, pro-
jected so that their edges abut one another, form'ing a
continuous horizontal band. Each loop projects the
image of a strip of film running sideways (from right
to left) through the projector, bearing on its surface

parallel stripes of color and at its top edge a black band
punctuated by the appearance and disappearance of
sprocket holes. Seen together, the four cont.iguous images
create the illusion of a sìngle strip of film, four frames
of which are visible to the viewer at any one time. The
whole trr'ing has about it the look of tremendous obvious-
ness; one looks at it and thinks of it as simple: a strip
of film projected as such.

In fact, each of the four loops is the result of two
generations of recording and projection. For each was
made by taking a strìp of film, scratching on the emul-
sion, back-projecting the film onto a screen, rephoto-
graphing the image off the screen, taking the resultant
film and scratching on it anew. In the final image, the
difference between the two generatìons of scratched lines
is that the ones on the original film are now blurred
bands of light: the image of scratches; whereas the ones
on the surface of the film one is now seeing are sharpiy
delineated with ragged edges of omulsion: the projection
of real scratches. Somet-imes these "real" scratches pass
over the sprocket holes at the top of the strip, making
clear that the sprocket hole is a recorded ìmage, a docu-
mentation of the past, rather than the registration of
the physical fact of the actual film one is seeing in the
present. As Sharits describes them: "the sprocket holes
that were really empty spaces now are images, Even
though they're passing white light, they're acting as
images, as things."

Held synthetically in each single "frame" of Filmstrip,
then, are the image of someth,ing recorded and the
image of something actual-the evidence of the record-
ing function of the camera stationed in pas,t time relative
to the present tense of the projection, conflated with the
evidence of the actual strip of celluloid running
scratched and mutable through the projector in a mani-
festation of its own physicality. Two separate levels
of illusion nudge at each other within this conflatjon
of the image of recording and the image of projection.
There are at work, as well, two levels of illusion in one's
impression of the strip ai a whole. For the "strip" that
one is seeing passing before one, four frames at a time,
is the image of a continuous band of film-the image
of what film is like when one holds it one's hands, visible
as a sequence of frames only because it is immobile and
inert, because it is not yet filmic. Prdjected into motion,
the separate frames of film are exaotly what cannot
be seen. The visibility of the motion depends upon the
extinction of their separate existence, the obliteration of
the objecthood of the frame. But in Fílmstrip one sees
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both the illusion of the "frame" as such-the projection
of each individual loop-and the illusion of a continuous
slipping of the whole' The sound-
trá& of emphasizes this continuity
and dire a whole. For the audible
sense of the soundtrack is dependent on one's hearing
the sounds coming from the four projectors sequentially,
from right to left, as each track enunciates separately
four sec,tions of the word "miscellaneous."

Seen over time, nothing "happens" in Fílmstríp. The
word "miscellaneous" repeats over. and over' the

the base film changes
deep scarlet to Pale

sly in the four looPs'
of develoPment, this
through time toward

Instead, what is relevant to FíImstrip is the demon-
stration of that kind of temporality which is at the very
heart of film. For film indeed is the recorded passage
of time' an olls
away from can
of course st one
can remove bY
an act of consciousness that tries to stand outside itself
and look back analytically on its own process of cogni-
tion, Yet that act of standing outside interrupts experi-

frame whose potential for analysis is realized only by
interrupting that flow.

Sharits' work within the medium of the flicker film
was involved with creating a visceral feeling of that
tension. His use of the flicker made it seem that 'one
could catch the single frame as it came by projected'
that one could t which makes
the film image Pitched against
the extraordina films like RaY
Gun Virus and felt the tension

illusion against the grain of time,
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NOTES ON FILMS / 1966 - 1968

by

Paul Sharits

(OVERTURE: "Al1 writing is pigshit. People who
leave the obscure and try to define whatever it is that
goes on in their heads, are pigs."-Antonin Artaud.)

GENERAL STATEMENT FOR 4Th INTER.
NATIONAL EXPERIMENTAL FILM FESTIVAL,
KNOKKE-LE ZOU'ÎE:

I am tempted to use this occasion to say nothing at
all and simply let my films function as the carriers of
themselves-excepl that this would be perhaps too arro-
gan,t, and more important, a good deal of my art does
not, in fact, "contain itself". It is difficult for me to
verbalize about "my intentions" not only because the
films are largely non-verbal experiences but because
they are structured so as to demand more of viewers
than attention and apreciation; that is, these works re-
quire a certain fusion of "my intentions" with the "films'
intentions" and with the "viewers' intentions".

This has nothing to do with "pleasing an audience"

-I mean to say that in my cinema flashes of projected
light initiate neural transmission as much as they are
analogues of such transmission syste,ms and that the
human retina is as much a "movie screen" as is the screen
proper. At the risk of sounding immodest, by re-examin-
ing the basic mechanisms of motion pictures and by
making these fundamentals explicitly concrete, I feel as
though I am working toward a completely new concep-
tion of cinoma. Traditionally, "abstract films", because
they are extensions of the aesthetics and pictorial prin-
ciples of painting or are simply demonstrations of optics,
are no more cinematic than narrative-dramatic films
which squeeze literature and theatre onto a two-dimen-
sional screen. I wish to abandon imitation and illusion
and enter directly into the higher drama of: celluloid,
two-dimensional strips; individual rectangular frames;
the nature of sprockets and emulsion; projector opera-
tions; the three-dimensional light beam; environmental
illumination; the two-dimensional reflective screen surfa-
ce; the retinal screen; optic nerve and individual psycho-

physical sutbjectivities of consciousness. In this cinematic
drama, light is energy rather than a tool for the repre-
sentation of non-filmic objects; light, as energy, is re-
leased to create its own objects, shapes and textures.
Given the fact of retinal inertia and the flickering shutter
mechanism of film projoction, one may generate virtual
forms, create actual motion (rather than illustrate it),
build actual color-space (rather than picture it), and be
involved in actual time (immediate presence).

While my films have thematic structures (such as the
sense of striving, leading to mental suicide and death, and
then rhythms or rebirth in Ray Gun Virus and the via-
bility of sexual dynam,ics as an alternative to destructive
violence in Piece Mandala End War), they are not at all
stories. I think of my present work as being occasions for
meditational-visionary experience.

N:O:T:H:I:N:G / FROM AN APPLICATION FOR
A GRANT:

The film will strip away anything (all present defini-
tions of "something") standing in the way of the film
being its own reality, anything which would prevent the
viewer from entering totally new levels of awareness. The
theme of the work, if it can be called a the'me, is to deal
with the non.understandable, the impossible, in a tightly
and precisely structured way. The film will not "mean"
something-it will "mean", in a very concrote way, no-
thing.

The film focuses and concentrates on two images and
their highly linear but illogical and/or inverted develop-
ment. The major image is that of a l,ightbulb which first
retracts its light rays; upon retracting its light, the bulb
becomes black and, impossibly, lights up the space
around it. 'fhe bulb emits one burst of black light and
begins melting; at the end of the film the bulb is a black
puddte at the bottom of the screen. The other image
(notice that the film is composed, on all levels, of dua-
lities) is that of a chair, seen against a graph-like back-
ground, falling backwards onto the floor (actually, it falls
against and affirms the edge of the picture frame); this
image sequence occurs in the center, "thig le" section of
N:O:T:H:I:N:G. The mass of the film is highly vibra-
tory color-energy rhythms; the color development is
partially based on the Tibetan Mandala of the Five
Dhyani Buddhas which is used in meditation to reach the
highest level of inner consciousness-infinite, transcen-
dental wisdom (symbolized by Vairocana being embraced
by the Divine Mother of Infinite Blue Space). This for-
mal-psychological composition moves progressively into
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more intense vibration (through the symbo'lic colors
white, yellow, red and green) until the center of the man-
dala is reached (the çenter being the "thig le" or void
point, containing all forms, both the beginning and end
of consciousness). The second half of the film is, in a
sense, the inverse of the first; that is, after one has
passed through the center of the void, he may return to
a normative state retaining te richness of the revelatory
"thig le" experience. The virtual shapes I have been work-
ing with (created by rapid alternati'ons and patterns of
blank color frames) are quite relevant in this wórk as is
indicated by this þassage from the Svetasvatara
Upanishad: "As you practice meditation, you may see in
vision forms resembling snow, crysta{s, smoke, fire,
lightening, fireflies, the sun, the moon. These are signs
that you are on your way to the ¡evelation of Brahman."

I am not at all interested in the mystical symbolism of
Buddhism, only ún its strong, intuitively developed ima-
gistic power. In a sense, I am more interested in the man-
tra because unlike the,mandala and yantr,a forms which
are full of such symbols, the mantra is often nearly pure
nonsense-yet it has ,infense potency psycho,logically, aes-
thetically and physiologically. The mantra used upon
reaching the "thig le" of the Mandala of the Five Dhyani
Buddhas is the simple i'Om"-a steady vibrational hum.
I've tried to compose the center of N:O:T:H:I:N:G, on
one level, to visualize this auditory effect.

From a letter to Stan Brakhage, late spring 1968: "The
film is 'about' (it ¿s) gradation-progression on many dif-
ferent levels; for years I had been thinking that if a fade
is directional in that it is a hierarchical progression, and
that that exists in and implies forward moving 'time', then
why couldn't one construct inverse time patterns, why
couldn't one structure a felt awareness of really going
thru negative time? During the final shooting iesioni
these past few months I've had Vermeer's 'Lady Standing
at the Virginals' hanging above my animation stand and
have had the most peculiar experience with that work in
relation to N:O:T:H:I:N:G (the colons 'meant' to cre.,ate
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somewhat the sense of the real yot panadoxical con-
creteness of 'nothing' . . as Wittgenstein so beautifully
reveals). As I began to recognize the complex interweav-
ing of levols of 'gradation' (conceptually, sensually,
rhythm'ically, proportionately . . . even the metaphoric
level of subjeot m,aking music, etc.) in the Vermeer I
began to see what I was do,ing in the film in a more
conscious way. I allowed the feelings I was getting from
this silent dialogue between process of seeing and process
of structuring to further clarify the footage I was shoot-
ing. I can't get over the .intense mental-emotional jour-
neys I got into with this work and hope that the film is
powerful enough to allow others to travel along those
networks.

"Light comes thru the window on the left and not
only illum,inates the 'Lady at the Virginals' but illuminates
the subjeots in the two paintings (which are staggered
in a forward-revorse simultaneous progression-creating
a sense of forward ,and backward time) hanging on the
wall and the one painting on the inside lid of the virginal!
The whole composition is circular, folds in on itself bût
implies that par,t of that circle exists or¡t in front of
the surface. What really moved me was the realization
that the light falling across the woman's face compounded
the light-gradation.time theme by forcing one back on
the awareness of (the paradox of) awareness. Le., one
eye, itself dark, is half covered with light while the other
eye is in shadow; both eyes are gazing directly at the
viewer as if the wom,an is projecting music at the viewer
thru her gaze (as if reversing the 'normal' role of 'per-
ception') . . . I mean, the whole point is that the instru-
ment by which light-perception is made poss,ible is itself
in the dark."

POSTSCRIPT: Interrelated proportions welded into a
formula consisting "of terms, some known and some
unknown, some of which were equal to the rest; or
rather all of which taken together are equal to noth-
ing; for this is often the best form to consider."-Des-
cartes



,,,1^,I", -1. Ì I, Tu father gave me a blacksmirh shopwnen I was maybe twelve; he told me I shouìd .o.rueit

HARRY SMITH: AN INTERVIEW

by

P. ,{dams Sitney
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films Possible to locate
again. was Pretty good in
wni"n the sPaghetti at a
fancy of the first sound
filmi eoPle chewed their
spaghetti there was a BAAAKH; that was about all that
wuJon the soundtrack. The mouth would fly open, and
false teeth would go across the dinner table, and so
forth. They consistently took me to see Charlie Chaplin
and Buster Keaton. I can remember being horrified when

Keaton. Of course, I appreoiate them now.
I saw all those Fu Manchu movies; they were some of

my favorites. There was also
greal big spidor about the size o
be chasing Pearl White down th
scared the shit out of me, but
during it, it was so terrifying. I was very in'terested in

about 1950. That's a painting that was made of the
score for one of the films that were shown. That's like
the scenar,io for the last movement of one of those color
films.

On that Oz film, that expensive one, of course, I had
quite a few people working; so that all kinds of special
cut-outs were made that were never photographed. I

One cut-out
. They were
of my later
the material
on too long.

I tried as much as possible to make the whole thing

the body. What do they call it? The Exquisite Corpse.
Somebody later, perhaps Burroughs, rcaltzed that some-
thing was directing it, that it wasn't arbiLrary, and that
there was some kind of what you might call God. trt
wasn't just chance. Some s \Pas
directing these so-oalled so I
proceeded on that basis: much
as possible from the consoiousness or whatever you
wanl to call it so that the manual processes could be
employed entirely in moving things around' As much
as I was able, I made it automatic.

I must say that I'm amazed, after having seen the
black-and-white film (# 12) last night, at the labor that
went into it. trt is incredible that I had enough energy to
do it. Most of my mind was pushed aside into some
sort of theoretical sorting of the pieces, mainly on the
basis that I have described: First, I collected the pieces

cut out. Like when the dog pushes the scene away at the
end of the film, instead of the title "end" what is really
there is a transparent screen that has a candle burning
behind it on which a cat fight begins-shadow forms
of cats begin fighting. Then, all sorts of complicated
effects; I had held these off. The radiations were to
begin at this point. Then Noah's Ark appears. There were
beãutifut sciatch-board drawings, probably the finest
drawings I ever made-really pretty. Maybe 200 were
m.ade ior that one scene. Then there's a graveyard

to Fleaven and the Return, then the Noah's Ark, then

# 13 had all the characters out of Oz in it. That was
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assembled in the same way: I naturally divided Oz up
into four lands because Oz consists of the Munchkins,
the Quadlings, the Gillikins, and the Winkies; and then
the Emerald City is in the middle; that is where the
wizard's balloon had landed. I had built that thing many
times as a child. I had fairly severe halluoinations, and I
had built something called my Fairy Garden for many
years. I actually used to see little gnomes and fairies
and stuff until I was seven or eight. It's a typical psychic
phenomenon; I mean, I wasn't nutty or anything; all
chirldren see that stu,ff. Up until I was eighteen or so,
I worked hard on my Fairy Garden and then star'ted
building Oz. It was a fairly large place, because we had
blocks and blocks of property in Anacortes. I built Oz
a number of times; the final form, though, was for
this film. It was to be a co'mmercial film. Very elaborate
equipment was built; the animation stand was about the
size of a floor and exactly fourteen feet high. Oz was
laid out on it, then seven levels, built up. It was like
the multiplane oamera of D,isney, except that I was
using a Mitchell camera that moved around. That's
how I got into so many difficulties. Van Wolf had not
paid rent on the camera, which was a thousand dollars
a week. FIe was the producer, but he was taking far
too many pills 'to do much but try to wiggle out of
situations that developed. He got various people to pay
for it Huntington Hartford, Harry Phipps, Peggy Hitch-
cock, Elizabeth Taylor, and so forth invested in the film.

It was divided into different things. I d'itched the
Munchkìns, Quadlings, Gillikins, and Wìnkies in their
original form. What I was really trying to do was to
convert Oz 'into a Buddhistic image like a mandala. I
can"t even remember what those lands were. One of
thom was Hieronymus Bosch Land: AII of Bosch's pairtt-
ings were carefully disseotod. Another one was Micros-
copia taken from the books of Haeckel, who was rthe
Viennese biological artist and very wonderful. The things
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he made are just rnarvelous; he picked out every possible
grotesque objeot that there was. There was another land
that was entirely made out of flesh. Enormous vistas for
m,iles were made out of naked people from dirrty mags.
That would have been a nice film! Most of my material
was prepared for it, and over six hours of tests were
sho,t to get the apparatus to operate correotly. Only the
libtle piece in the drawer ,there was ever synohronized to
the music. In this particular section, the Ballet Mus,ic
from Faust, the Tin Woodman performs magic before
leaving for the Emerald City. The sound track was
m,ade up for the whole film.

I don't think I',lt make any more animated films.
They're too laborious and bad for the healrth. Sitting
under those lights for hours is terrible. I've made enough
of those; just like I've made enough hand-drawn films.
I would like to make an "underground" movie that
could be shown everywhere in llttle towns, because itt was
seoing art films, or whatever they used to call them,
that first got me interested in these things. Now there
must be lots of kids all over the world that would m,ake
films if they saw some of the things that are being
made now.

There was ano,ther very good series of films I saw
dur'ing the late 1920's. trt always started with coming up
to a door rthat had a little grille work in i't, a mysterious
li'ttle thing; the going in there, through i't. Isadora Duncan
was in one of those. You'd go through this door, and
then there would be some Turkish or Chinese exotic
operations. Those and the Fu Manchu movies were
the ones that influenced me most. Naturally, I wou{d
like to make some kind of artistic film that would be
helpful to the progress of humanity. And that's the best
one I can think of. There's no doubrt ìn my mind that
eventually someone is going to make a so-called inder-
ground movie ,that will revive Hollywood as Kenneth
Anger writes of it.



THE FILMS OF MICHAEL SNOW

by

F. Adams Sitney

of the previously random events. Had the film ended
here, actuality in the potent image of death would
have satisfied all the potential energy built up before; but
Snow prefers a deeper vision. What we iee a visual
echo., a ghost in negative superimposition of the girl
making the phone call, and the zoom continues, as ihe
sound grows shriller, into the final image of the static
sea pinned ,to the wall, a cumulative metaphor for the
whole experience of the dimensional illuslon of open
space. The crucial difference between the form of

and this film is that the Song, true
urely the invocation of a metaphor,
uses a metaphor as the end of an
e structure whose coordinates are one

room and one zo,om.
[One can see ìn an earlier Snow film, New york Eye

and Ear Control (1964), the conceptual origins of 14/ave-
length (1,967) and +> (1969), his latest long work.
Numerous dualities make the film cohere: The cut-
out figure of The Walking Woman (an obsessive image
from his paintings and sculpture), at times white, somã-
times black, recurs throughout the film, which has two
different parts. In the fjrst half, the flat cut-outs con-

apes, rockscapes,
The second half

ted space, where
the cutouts and

New Yorlt Eye and Ear Control suggests a declensionof ideas, of black and white, flat and round, stasis and
but (despire the film-

the over-all construction,
itectonically naïve. What
ere becomes the central

emerged.
[Snow considers the pr.imary historical con,tribution of

New York Eye and Ear Control to be its direct confronta-
tion with aesthetic endurance. If this was his intention,
he has been more successful in a later film, One Secondin Montreal (1969), where more than thirty still photo-
graphs of snow covered parks are held on the screenfor very long periods. The shape of the film js a cre-
scendo-diminuendo of endurance--although the first shot

Michael Snow utilizes the tension of the fixed frame
and some of the flexibili'ty of the fixed tripod in Wave-
length. Actually, it, is a forward zoom for forty-five
minutes, halting occasionally, and fixed during several
different ,times so that day changes to night within the
motion.

A persistent polarity shapes the film. Throughout, there
is an exploration of the room, a long studio, as a fieldof space, subject to the arbitrary events of the outside
world so long as the zoom is recessive enough to see
the windows and thereby the stree
the day, at night, on different film
with filters, and even occasionally in
closing up its space as the zoom
and the final image of a photograph upon it-a photo-
graph of waves. This is the story of the diminishing
area of pure potentiality. The insight of space, and,
i.mplicitly, cinema as potential, is an axiom of the struc-
tural film.

So we have always the possibility.
Polar to this is a serie ctuallity is
emphasized by an interr ve blasting
soundtr,ack with simple The orderof fhe events is progressive and interrelated: A bookcase

rls are lìstening to the
film, the cine-morning,
dway through, a man
and staggers onto the
crossed half the roomand he is only glimpsecl, the ,image passes over him.Late in the film, its evening, one of the radio girls

returns, goes to the telephone, which, being at the back
wall is in full view, and in a dramatic moment of acting
unusual in the avant-garde oinema calls a man, Richard,to tell hi,m there is a dead body in the room. She insists
he does not look drunk but dead and says she will meethim downstairs. She leaves. The call makes a story
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is held very long, the second stays even longer, and so on
into the mi¿AJot the fitm, when the measures begin to
shorten.

The central fact of <---+ (1969) is velocity. The per-
oetuallv moving ca¡nera, left-right, right-lett' passes a
'"omuei of "eveãß" which become metaphors in the flesh
for'the back-and-forth inflection of the camera (passing

field of energy that the panning makes out of space.
The continual panning of the camera creates an appar-

ent time in conflitt with the time of any given operation'
In the film's coda, a recapitula
of their original order and in
the illusions of time dissolve i
continuity.

The overt rhythm of *+ depends upon the speed at
which the camóra moves from side to side, or up and
down. Likewise, the overt dram'a of Wavelengrlr derives
from the closing-in of space, the action of the zoom lens.
The specific content of both films is empty space' rooms'
It is ihe natu¡e and structure of the events within the
rooms that differentiate the modes of the films'
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CONVERGING ON "LA REGION
CENTRALE" MICHAEL SNOW IN
CONVERSATION WITH
CHARLOTTE TOWNSEND

More than five years ago I started speculating on
how you could make a real landscape film, a movie of a
completely open space. Wavelength, 1966-67, Standard
Time, 1967, and <.---+, 1969, used closed, reotangular
spaces, each for different purposes. New York Eye and
Ear Control,1964, had both city and country spaces, but
they were part of a completely different composition
from what one might call "landscape." I wanted to
make a film in which what the camera-eye did in the
space would be completely appropriate to what it saw,
but at the same time, equal to it. Certain landscape paint-
ings have achieved a un'ity of method and subject.
Cêzanne for instance produced an, to say the least, incre-
dibly balanced relationship between what he did and
what he (apparently) saw.

Standard Time had the germ of the idea. When I saw
what happened with the continuous circular, horizontal
pans I realized there was a lot to be done with it. If
properly orchestrated it can do some powerful physical-
psychic things. It can really move you around, as f
think you felt in the ten minute excerpt I showed you.
If you become completely involved in the reality of these
circular movements it's you who are spinning surrounded
by everything, or, conve¡sely, you are a stationary cen-
tre and it's all revolving around. you. But on the screen
it's the centre which is never seen, which is mysterious.
One if the titles I considered using was !?432101234?!
(an adaptation of a sculpture tirtle) by which I meant
rthat as you move down in dimensions you approach
zero and 'in this ,flilm, La Région Centrale tha,t zero po'int
is the absolute centre, Nirvanic zero, being the ecstatic
centre of a complete sphere. You see, the camera moves
around an invisible point completely in 360 degrees, not
only horizontally but in every direction and on every
plane of a spheré. Not only does it move in predirected
orbits and spirals but it itself also turns, rolls and spins.
So ,that there are circles within circles and cycles within

tt2

cycles. Eventually there's no gravity. The film is a
cosmic strip.

I'd wanted to use another non-verbal title like <----->

but hadn't settled on one when Joyce saw the words
La Région Centrale in a borok on physics in a book-
store in Quebec City and suggested it. I think it's fine,
very appropniate.

As a move from <---> I decided to extend the machine
aspect of film so that there might be a more objeotive
feeling, you wouldn't be thinking of someone's expressive
handling of the thing but perhaps how and why the
whole thing got set in motion, what's behind it. In
bo,th <----+ and La Région Centrale once it is set up it
keeps on going. The came¡a itself is a machine so attach-
ing it to another, pensonally designed machine, see,med
a way of augmenting its possibilities. In this case I was
composing for a very special ins'trument. The piano is
a machine too.

When I'm talking about my films it sometimes worries
me that I give the impression that they're just a kind of
documentation of a thosis. They're not. They're experi-
ences: rea,l exper,iences even if they are representational.
The struoture is obviously important and one describes it
because it's more easily describable than other aspects;
but the shape, with all other elements, adds up to some-
thing which can't be said verbally and that's why the
work is, why it exis,ts. There are a lot of quite complex
things going on, some of which develop from setting the
idea in motion. The idea is one thing, the result is ano-
ther. In <----+, for example, there were some qualities that
I could'nt possibiy have foreseen but which were organi-
cally appropriate and which I tried 'to strengthen in the
editing. Wavelength was like a song, like singing, but
with <----+ I wanted to do something that emphasized
rhythm. One of its qualities is a kind of percussive
rawness, but is goes through various stages of effects and
qualities at the different speeds. When it's very slow
one ,is more interested in identifying everything; as it
gets to a medium speed there's the rickety quality, a
kind of futurist staggering. Faster, and the image begins
to smear, to blur. The continuous side to side motion
is so ongoing that it sets up its own (real) time and the
th,ings and people that are caught up in the scanning
process become consumed by it. The film has a time of
its own which overrides thp ,time of the things photo-
graphed. The people photographed seem victimized by it,
but the film wins out and so does the real live spectator.
La Région Centrale grew fro,m this.

In seeing One Second in Montreal you have to be



able to live with what is happening for a certain lengthof time in o¡der to begin to understand it, to sta¡t to

my mind great religious works like the St Mattlrcw pas-
sion, B Minor Mass, The St Iohn Passion, The Ascension
Oratorio. What an artist! I wish he could hear and see
La Région Centrale.

sations, an ordering, an arranging of eye movements
and of inner ear movements. It starts out here, respecting
the gravity of our situation but it more and more seesas a planet does
up up. The first
who have set the
various tn'ings, ta
gone and the remaining two and a half hours is entirely
rnade by the machinery (you?). There are no other
people but you (the machinery?) and the extraordinary
wilderness. Alone. Like a lot of other humans I feelhorror ,at the thought of the humanizing of the entireplanet. In this film I recorded the visit of some of our
minds and bodies and machinery to a wild place but Ididn't colonize it, enslave it. I hardly even bõrrowed it.
Seeing really is believing.

I composed the camera movementò, made an overall
score for the film. Pierre worked out a system of sup-

plying the orders to the machirie to move in various

I only looked in the camera oncg. The film was made
by the pla If. So you can
rimagine I when ihe film
(about six n Montreal.

Most of my films accept the traditional theatre situa-
tion. Audience here, screen there. It makes concentration
and oontemplation possible. We're two sided and we

sense that it involves a definite directing of one's concen-
tration. The single rectangle can coniain a lot. In La
Région the fram,e .is very importan,t as the image is
continually flowing though it. The frame is eyelids. Itcan seem sad that in order to exist a. form must have

rectangle's content
the frame emph,a-

eautiful, but tragic:
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,,THERE IS ONLY ONE JOYCE"

by

P. Adams SitneY

ities in New York and San Francisco (without having
yet seen the films) she had made some subversive paro-
âies of her commercial animation work. Soon she and
Mike Sno
grams of
expatriate

I noted
film at the very end of the psycholanalytical tendency'
The transition did not become apparent until it had
taken place. A number of successful painters began to
make iilms at that time, the most spectacular example
being Andy Warhol. The older generation of fjlmmakers
*"tJ th"-t.lves changing, as the entire axis of Ameri-
can art shifted at thén end of the 1950s. The formal

long stretch of time. To make the outline clear, simple,
anJ evident from the very start of the film has become
a virtue.

is great-but to clarify a persistent confusion (which
hei films tend ,to perpetuate). Snow has vigorously
oriented himself and dicovered his strength within the
concerns of the Structural film' Wieland has not' For-
rnally her film's owe allegiance to the Structuralists, yet
what is happening on the screen, moment by moment,
is quite different.

ih"t" u." aspects of Wieland's art that relate to the
work of other filmmakers. I am not concerned at this

Kuchar Brothers, Menken has been making short film
poems for twenty-five years: Lights, Glimpse ol A
Garden, Notebook, Here and There with My Octoscope,
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The future course of Joyce Wieland's films is unpre-
dictable. Looking at her ach'ievements to date, which
are substantial, one sees a nexus of aspects that have

historical context.
Joyce Wie in 1962, when the

exhibition 6 ât its aPogee of
exoitement. was a Period of
intense turm ccuning in radical
film aesthetics. The history of the independent film in
America up to that time had been one of progressive
plasticizatión of a psychological premise: the identity
of ti'trn and dream. The early psychodram'as of Brakhage,

past and present'of the radical film simultaneously' Her
inoral commitment to the independent film had already
been macle; inspired by refleoted energy from the activ-



Go! Go! Go! , l¡/restling.'['he titles are self-evident, an
index to her style. She has also irreverently, but lovingly'
passed her moving camera over other people's art to
make a film, Visual Variations on Noguchi, Mood
Mondrian.

The most Menken-like of Joyce Wieland's fiIms, Water
Sark, evolves through images crealted by moving a
camera around and through glasses filled with different
colours of water. 1933 tepeats a street scene, shot from
an upper loft window as the camera speed changes
from fãst to normal motion, about a dozen times with
the ti.tle superimposed over every other repetition. In
Sailboat a boat sails from screen left and our right, then
another, and another, etc., with slight changes of scale
at oach occurfence.

works a progressively richer experience. Only after
Reason Over Passion (1969) am I coming to appreciate
the rewards of Water Sark (1965).

Rat Life
closest to pa
long look at
after sardine,
in the shots, she confronted the tension between the
th¡ust of her formal preoccupation-the intensification
of perception through the temporal elongation and visual
miñimalization of the image-and her sensual commit-
ment to her visual material. But in Rat Lífe she dis-
covered a new approach by bringing the film to the edge
of parody without providing the simplistic clues about
how the film is to be seen (even if it is parody, the
viewer cannot be sure jf she is mocking a political situa-

tion or films about such political si'tuations) she achieved
the sa,me alienation of the audience she had required
for earlier films.

Again she uses the tension between the images of the
rats, eating, scrambling around, and the titles which
purport to make a political allegory of their captivity in
the United States and their escàpe in'to Canada.

Reason Over Passion brings all these themes and
forms together. The film is extended to the breaking
point over 90 minutes. In this film more than any other
she works with the viewer's power of endurance and his
expectation of repetition. The title of the film in hundreds
of computer scrambled anagrams, flashes metr'onomically
across the bottom of the image (a formal device improved
upon from 1933), eivine an impression that the film is
even longer than its clock time.

The sound track combines beeps synchronized with
the flashes of the subtile, songs including the Canadian
National Anthem, and a very funny French lesson. The
magnificence of the film lies in its imaginery: a moving
excursion across Canada from west to east. Shots of the
setting sun running along the horizon, a train emerging
from a tunnel into a snowscape burned out on the film-
stoclc, a harbour seen through the titled camera. These
images incarnate the epic spirit of the film which with
all its contradictions (of form and image, sound and
picture) is extravagantly ambitious and elevated. Yet
one feels more sadness than grandeur at the passing
landscapes, 'the flashing animations of the Canadian flag,
and the grainy slowed down images of Trudeau. At the
end, we have seen an ecological dirge, not a poem of
becoming so much as of what might have been.

Reason Over Passion, then, is Joyce Wieland's major
film so far. With its many eccentricities, it is a glyph
of her artistic personality: a lyric vision tempered by an
aggressive form, and a visionary patriotism mixed with
ironic self-parody. It is a film to be seen many times.
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''PIERRE VALLIÈRES ?'' : NOTES
FROM THE FILM-MAKER

by

Joyce Wieland

Near the end of February, 1972, Judy Steed, the film'
maker, and myself decided to go to Mont Laurier, Que-
bec, where Pierre Vallières was working. Judy wanted
to do a straight interview on him, and Vallières and I
wanted 'to do a film on his lips in extreme close-up. For
about a year I have been working on studies of birds
in extreme close-up . . . and now felt like using the lense
for a political report.

Judy had tried to interest CBC and CFTO in doing a
film on Vallières. They said they thought it to be an
interesting idea but it was French. We were aware of
the general indifference to Quebec which exists here
how extrome radiicals considered hirm a desadent cop-
or¡t to Parli québeoois ertc. We we¡e intere'sted in his
writings and struggles to find himself. Ilere was a man
who tried to do something about his society and spent
three years in jail without trial . . and who had been
born into the extrome position of French Canadian
poverty.

At Mont Laurier we waited for Vallières in his apart-
ment. When he arrived we found he wouldn't speak
English with us, so the problems of translation fell to
Dannièle Co¡beil 'of the National G'al'lery who had
agreed to come and help and who wanted to meet Val-
lières. The morning after we arrived, we set the camera
and equipnrent up in the living room and waited for him

to finish breakfast. When he was ready he walked in,
sat in front of the camera and, after a little problem or
two (technical) he delivered three essays without stop-
ping, except for reel change and camera breakdown:

1) Mont Laurier
2) Quebec history and race
3) Wornen's liberation

Ever5rthing which happened is recorded on the film.
I,t was ra one sho't affair. I either got h'irrn on fliflm or I
missed. Dannièle he,ld his head in position while I looked
through the lense. I had to signal her with my hand to
bring him into focus and she had to hold him there as
best she could because once the camera rolled the shutter
action would nearly all but obliterate what I could see
of focus (depth of field).

What we see on film is the mouth of a revolutionary,
extremely close, his lips, his teeth (and calculous), his
spi'ütle streams, his tongue which rools so berauúifullly
through his French, and finally the reflections in his
teeth of the window behind me. This film mouthscape
shows all the process of making the film, camera break-
down, Vallières pulling away after shots, and the final
emptying of the camera . . . I had over fifty feet in the
rnagazine so I ûurned the camera around on the trtipod
and had it look out the window at the snow while it
emptied itself.

f chose to do Vallières lips as a film because I am in-
terested in lips as subject matter. In my art works I have
used lip animation (O Canada Lithograph Animation and
Lip Embroidery) as well as in many drawings a few years
ago. My film and art works have influenced one another,
I like the idea of concentrating on one small section of his
anatomy, because it simplifies things, here is a close-up
hold of his mouth on and through which you can medi-
tate. Meditate on the qualities of voice, the French lan-
guage, revolu'tion. French revohltion, Gerircault's colour,
etc., these are some of the th'ings I think abou't when I
see my film.
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